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Campus laptop thefts leave students 
pushing for stronger security
Office of Campus Safety & Security, also 
occurred in the Wabash Campus Building.
The Oct. 7 victim, sophomore cinema
art + science major Rialin José, said the per-
petrator walked into the room and grabbed 
her laptop from her hands as she was work-
ing inside an office on the third floor of the 
33 E. Congress Parkway Building.
“I was in shock,” José said. “I wanted 
to [chase after him], but my whole body 
was frozen.”
José said she asked for immediate 
help from the English Department’s 
office right across the hall. She added 
that campus security arrived within five 
minutes of the incident. 
» ABBY LEE HOOD  
COPY CHIEF
SUE, THE LARGEST and most complete Tyran-
nosaurus rex ever found, had her right arm 
removed Oct. 6 to help scientists discover more 
about what T. rex’s arms were used for, and 
why they were so small.
Carmen Soriano, a beamline scientist at 
Argonne National Laboratory, in Lemont, 
Illinois, is one of two experts studying SUE’s 
arm. Beamline scientists use accelerated par-
ticle scanning technology to study material. 
Soriano said she worked over the weekend to 
scan the arm and added that the bones were 
returned to Chicago’s Field Museum, 1400 S. 
Lake Shore Drive, Oct. 12. 
Soriano, who said her specialty is studying 
insects preserved in amber, said she became 
interested in the project because she also works 
with the Field Museum and spoke with col-
leagues in France about a larger effort to study 
the T. rex that they are working on. She added 
that preliminary results showed SUE did not 
use her arms very much. 
“It shows in the bones,” Soriano said. “We 
can see a lot of hollow spaces that have not 
been regrown. That’s very typical when bones 
are underused.”
According to Soriano, an injury to SUE’s arm 
is a focus of the study, which was conducted 
using a synchrotron—an instrument that uses 
microscopic particles to scan material. 
Soriano said this method allows scientists 
to see individual cells and analyze any soft 
tissues, like skin, that remain on the bone.
SUE’s arm has extensive muscle dam-
age, and Soriano said this could have been SE
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SUE reveals answers millions 
of years after death
A SERIES OF laptop thefts on campus have 
students concerned about their safety 
inside Columbia buildings and pushing 
for stronger security measures.
According to an Oct. 7 email sent to 
the campus community by the Office of 
Campus Safety & Security, two students’ 
» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO
& AMELIA GARZA  
CAMPUS EDITOR & CAMPUS REPORTER
laptops were stolen out of their hands on 
separate occasions. The two incidents 
occurred Oct. 5 at the 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
Building, and Oct. 7 at the 33 E. Congress 
Parkway Building.
The Oct. 12 incident involved a student’s 
laptop theft at the 501 S. State St. Panera 
Bread restaurant, according to an Oct.13 
collegewide email.
A Sept. 8 laptop robbery, which was not 
reported to the campus community by the 
Several laptop robberies within the last month are 
under investigation by the Office of Campus Safety 
& Security and the Chicago Police Department.
» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE
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Attending college in an urban envi-ronment is, for most students, an exciting and nonthreatening expe-
rience. There are times, however, that chal-
lenge students’ sense of safety and prove a 
need for reform. 
In the span of a week beginning Oct. 5, 
three students had laptops stolen by a man—
suspected to be the same perpetrator for all 
of the incidents and with no known Columbia 
affiliation—who entered campus buildings, 
grabbed the electronic from their hands and 
ran off, as reported in The Chronicle’s Front 
Page story.
According to another student who had 
her laptop stolen in September, the man 
who stole her laptop may also have commit-
ted the other robberies as well, though it is 
not confirmed and a collegewide email was 
never sent out after her incident.
The crimes could have been much more 
serious. None of the robbery victims was 
physically harmed, and in a time where 
campus shootings are a legitimate fear, 
it may seem lucky it was just a robbery. 
However, robberies in which the perpe-
trator feels comfortable enough to steal 
in plain view of the owners and witnesses 
without being caught triggers a call of 
adopting realistic security measures to 
make Columbia’s open campus less acces-
sible to unwanted visitors.
The Office of Campus Safety &  Security, 
whose officers arrived promptly on the 
scene for some of the robbery victims, has 
created several initiatives in past semesters 
to improve students’ sense of security. These 
include hiring several part-time watch com-
manders who are all retired police officers and, 
most recently, installing in the near future an 
emergency tower near the 1104 S. Wabash 
Ave. Building, according to Associate Vice 
President of Safety & Security Ron Sodini.
The college’s security team has also 
demonstrated transparency and has now 
given the Chicago Police Department the 
evidence needed to move forward with the 
case and potentially catch the perpetrator, 
but its abilities to ensure safety are still 
limited by Columbia’s architectural and 
space restrictions.
These robberies are not the first time 
Columbia students have been susceptible to 
dangerous individuals in campus buildings. 
During the Fall 2015 Semester, a 41-year-old 
man was arrested and charged with felony 
criminal sexual abuse after groping a female 
student in the Theatre Center, 72 E. 11th St., 
as reported Sept. 23, 2015, by The Chronicle.
The college implemented a program 
during the Spring 2016 Semester of requir-
ing I.D. checks at several campus buildings, 
including the Theatre Center, as reported 
March 28 by The Chronicle. Other build-
ings received trial runs over the summer, 
as reported June 8. 
Sodini also told The Chronicle about 
plans to expand the practice with more 
Columbia spots in later months, which is 
something several victims of the October 
robberies  expressed interest in. However, 
he added that there are several buildings 
with multiple entrances, making it difficult 
to implement I.D. checkpoints. 
Students should not have to risk their 
sense of security because their classes 
are in a building with two doors instead of 
one. Long overdue, across-the-board safety 
measures should be discussed and put in 
place for all buildings and student spaces. 
Whether this includes limiting access 
points or assigning security officers to dif-
ferent, less secure areas of each building, the 
benefits greatly outweigh the difficulties.
While difficult to implement due to 
Columbia’s open, urban environment, it is 
critical that checkpoints in all of the college’s 
buildings are established in light of these 
incidences—blatant examples of the need 
for tighter security. These up-close-and-
personal robberies act as a scary wake-up 
call that college security must be stepped 
up immediately.
» MEGAN BENNETT 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
EDITOR’S NOTE
Campus limitations no excuse 
for lack of security
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regrets any confusion.
facial hair, wearing a gray hooded sweat-
shirt with “MK” in white lettering on the 
chest, jeans and a gray backpack with a 
black zipper piping.
Based on the physical descriptions pro-
vided by the victims of the robberies and 
Columbia’s video surveillance, Sodini said 
it appears the same suspect is responsible 
for the Oct. 5, 7 and 12 cases.
Junior cinema art + science major Erin 
Grote, the Sept. 8 victim, said she thinks 
it was the same perpetrator who stole her 
laptop after viewing the recently published 
surveillance photos.
According to Sodini, his office should 
have alerted the campus community about 
the Sept. 8 robbery but did not because they 
had no video surveillance of the incident 
and did not want to overwhelm individuals 
with alerts, which Sodini said could poten-
tially make them less effective.
“In hindsight, we would have felt good 
about sending an alert on that case, espe-
cially since there’s been more than once 
incident,” Sodini said. 
According to Grote, she was working 
at the media center of 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
when a man jumped over the counter, 
grabbed her laptop from her closed back-
pack and immediately sprinted.
“It frustrates me that this happened 
again on campus,” Grote said. “After the 
Multiculutral Affairs helps students register to vote  » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.; the Media 
Production Center, 1632 S. State St.; 11th 
Street Campus, 72 E. 11th St. and the 
Library in the South Campus Building, 
624 S. Michigan Ave.
Sodini explained that the challenges 
of expanding checkpoints across campus 
include securing buildings that have incon-
venient design and architecture features, 
including those with multiple entrances or 
that experience a surge of students coming 
in at once.
He added that his office is adding the 
first outside emergency tower, scheduled to 
function in about two weeks in the north-
east corner of Wabash Ave. and 11th St. near 
the college’s Sculpture Garden.
Sodini said students should take pre-
cautions such as being aware of their 
surroundings when using electronics, 
activating tracking softwares like “Find 
My iPhone” or “Find My Macbook” on their 
electronics, knowing their serial numbers 
and saving the on-campus emergency num-
ber to their phones.
“It’s our [office’s] job,” Sodini said. “But, 
everybody has a responsibility in [campus 
safety], and that is making sure that any-
body who sees something says something 
if they think it’s out of place.”
chronicle@colum.edu
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Despite the quick response, 
José said the incident left her 
questioning campus safety.
“I was in a very seemingly 
secure area of the building,” José 
said. “To have my property sto-
len that deep within the building 
says a lot about how much the 
campus is safeguarded, or at 
least that building.”
Senior advertising major 
Dominique Pasqual suffered an 
experience similar to José’s on 
Oct. 5 when she was on the ninth 
floor of 623 S. Wabash Ave., using 
her computer between classes. 
A man approached her from 
behind, grabbed her laptop and 
ran down the stairs.
Associate Vice President of 
Safety & Security Ron Sodini 
said all of these incidents are 
still under investigation by his 
office as well as the Chicago 
Police Department.
In an Oct. 12 interview with 
The Chronicle, Sodini said his 
office was awaiting an assigned 
CPD detective to hand over the Oct. 5 
and Oct. 7 investigation files to, such as 
surveillance videos, as part of the formal 
procedures. In a follow-up interview the 
same day, Sodini added that the detective 
assigned to the 33 E. Congress Parkway 
Building incident had reached out to his 
office and was given the evidence.
Because no arrests have been made, 
Sodini was unable to say whether or not 
the laptops were stolen by students.
According to the email sent by the Office 
of Campus Safety & Security, the offender 
of the Oct. 5 incident is described as a male, 
5’6” to 5’7”, wearing a black baseball hat 
with a white stripe on the brim, jeans, gym 
shoes and a backpack.
The Oct. 7 offender is described as an 
African-American male, 5’8”, slim build, 
wearing a black baseball hat with white 
on the brim, a gray hooded sweatshirt 
with “MK” in white letters on the chest, 
jeans with holes, gym shoes with white 
or light-colored tips and a dark backpack.
According to the Oct. 13 email, cam-
pus security and CPD are investigating 
the Oct. 12 incident. At 9:06 p.m., inside 
the nearby Panera Bread restaurant, an 
offender grabbed a student’s laptop and 
ran from the scene
The Oct. 12 offender is described as a 
male, African-American, 5’8” to 6’, with 
first incident with me, I would’ve hoped 
[Campus Security would’ve said], ‘Oh, we 
should take these steps to prevent this from 
happening again.’”
Grote added that campus security 
arrived quickly—no more than 10 minutes 
after the incident—but also echoed José’s 
thoughts about the lack of security.
“It wasn’t like I carelessly left my lap-
top out and took a stroll around the block,” 
Grote said. “I was at work. I was in a space 
I assumed would be safe for me to work.”
Grote said she reached out to the Office of 
Campus Safety & Security several times to 
follow-up with the incident; however, she 
has yet to hear back from them. Sodini said 
his office will be in contact with Grote, but 
CPD is the lead agency on the Sept. 8 case.
Grote, as well as José and Pasqual, 
pushed for I.D. checks across all campus 
buildings to prevent future incidents.
“It wouldn’t have happened if we had an 
I.D. check-in,” Pasqual said. “I didn’t think 
I’d have to worry about my safety or my 
possessions in school, especially on the 
ninth floor.”
Sodini, who described the incidents as 
“unusual,” said his office will add an I.D. 
checkpoint at 623 S. Wabash Ave. during 
J-session. Current buildings with I.D. 
checkpoints include the Theater/Film 
Annex, 1415 S. Wabash Ave.; the Music 
ROBBERY, FROM FRONT  
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CAMPUS
M u s i c  D e p a r t m e n t  E v e n t s  
Monday October 17 
R&B Ensemble: Performance in Concert  7:00 pm 
Tuesday October 18 
Latin Pop Ensemble in Concert    7:00 pm 
Wednesday October 19 
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series   12:00 pm 
  at the Conway 
Hip Hop Ensemble in Concert    7:00 pm 
Thursday October 20 
Gospel Pop Ensemble in Concert   7:00 pm 
Friday October 21 
American Roots Ensemble in Concert   7:00 pm 
The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan Avenue LAUGHTER IS COMING
DIRECT FROM LONDON’S WEST END!
“
CHARMING AND FUNNY!” 
- the times -
“A MUST FOR ANY 
GAME OF THRONES FAN” 
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THE TIMES
CRITICS’ CHOICE
LONDON EVENING 
STANDARD
CRITICS’ CHOICE
LIVE ON STAGE
TICKETS 800-775-2000GROUPS 10+ 312-977-1710
BEGINS NOVEMBER 1st
CAMPUS
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The Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee will be holding an open forum Oct. 
31 to allow the college community to give feedback for their mission statement, 
released through an Oct. 5 email from President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim.
COLUMBIA’S DIVERSITY, EQUITY and 
Inclusion Committee is taking 
steps to complete the third goal of 
the college’s Strategic Plan pillar 
“Diversity, Equity and Inclusion: 
Engaging Difference,” accord-
ing to recent emails sent to the 
campus community by President 
and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim. 
Kim announced the first draft 
of the committee’s mission state-
ment, as well as a nomination 
process for new members.
The committee, formed in 
Spring 2016 when 11 members 
were appointed, is now looking 
to fill vacant positions. The two 
student members, Luther Hughes 
and Brooke Thomas, both grad-
uated in May 2016, according to 
Kim. Hughes and Thomas could 
not be reached for comment.  
Jeffrey Howard, Kathleen 
Loftus, and Janet Pena-Davis 
have all stepped down from their 
positions on the  committee, said 
college spokeswoman Cara Birch.
In the Oct. 3 email, Kim said 
he would consider nominations 
received by the Oct. 14 deadline 
and added that self-nominating 
individuals should submit a one-
page statement listing their expe-
rience and expertise, consistent 
with the first nomination process.
Onye Ozuzu, committee chair 
and Dean of the School of Fine & 
Performing Arts, said the deter-
mining factor for membership 
selection is an understanding 
of diversity at an academic level 
or experience with implement-
ing structural change at either 
Columbia or other institutions.
“[The committee is] a group of 
people that are identified by their 
expertise either in diversity as a 
subject matter, or in having par-
ticipated in structural change in 
institutions,” Ozuzu said. “All of us 
represent that type of experience 
in our actual resumes.”
In an Oct. 11 interview with The 
Chronicle, Kim said after all nom-
inations are submitted, they will 
be discussed with the committee, 
but he will ultimately be the one 
to appoint them.
According to Birch, there are six 
remaining committee members. 
Coordinator of Asian-American 
Cultural Affairs and committee 
member Ramona Gupta said there 
is no set number of members to 
be selected.
“The most important thing 
is that we have folks coming 
together who have experience 
and can contribute something 
substantive to the committee’s 
work and to the advancement of 
diversity, equity and inclusion at 
Columbia,”  Gupta said.
Kim said he wants to appoint 
as many new members as possi-
ble while still keeping it a “true, 
working committee.”
Kim and Ozuzu said there is no 
specific date set for the announce-
ment of the new members.
The first draft of the mission 
statement was sent in a college-
wide email Oct. 5. According 
to Gupta, the committee began 
working on the mission statement 
at the end of the Spring 2016 
Semester and finished the draft 
at the beginning of the summer.
The college’s five-year Strategic 
Plan calls for completion of 
the mission statement during 
the 2015-2016 school year. 
According to Kim, the commit-
tee waited until fall to send out 
the draft instead of  summer, 
because people were not on 
campus.
» ARIANA PORTALATIN 
CAMPUS REPORTER
DEI announces new mission 
statement, nomination process
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SEMESTER IN LA
OPEN HOUSE SESSIONS
FOR SEMESTER IN LOS ANGELES
SPRING, SUMMER, J-TERM, & FALL
2017–2018
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Monday–October 17th 2016
Semester in LA 
323-960-8020
600 S. Michigan Ave., Rm. 1301
10:00AM–11:00AM
600 S. Michigan Ave., Rm. 1301
3:30PM–4:30PM
5:30PM–6:30PM
1104 S. Wabash Ave., Rm. 311
1:30PM–2:30PM
1104 S. Wabash Ave., Rm. 311
10:30AM–11:30AM
Animation
Editing
Drama Writing for Television
Screenwriting
Producing
Graduate Producing
Comedy Writing for Television
Directing
Transmedia & Cross Platform 
Development
Wednesday–October 19th 2016
Tuesday–October 18th 2016
COLUM.EDU/
@SILA_CCC
SEMESTERINLA
CAMPUS
A PETITION DEMANDING a halt to 
curricular changes in the Fashion 
Studies Department was published 
online Oct. 10 by an anonymous 
group of students and faculty.
The “Stop Fashion Next” peti-
tion posted on GoPetition.com, 
which had 128 signatures as of 
press time, includes five demands: 
a stop to the proposed curricular 
changes,specifically the cancel-
lation of the Fashion Studies BFA 
program, postponement of those 
changes until a full-time chair is 
hired with the input of the Fashion 
Department’s faculty. 
“We believe the ‘Fashion Next’ 
curriculum [proposal] should not 
be accepted as a legitimate curric-
ulum as it was hastily assembled 
without required presentation 
from the department’s curriculum 
committee or faculty, full and part-
time, and with no research [or] 
data presented besides a story of 
the ‘magic bus,’” the petition read. 
Other points demanded in the 
petition include access to all the 
research showing the rationale for 
the proposed curriculum overhaul. 
It also calls for the opportunity for 
this research to be vetted by all fac-
ulty members and a student liaison 
group and no further alterations to 
the programs or curriculum with-
out research, data, faculty input 
and transparency. 
Senior fashion studies major 
Rachel Hentrich said the drafting 
of the petition was a collaborative 
effort, but did not know specific 
names of participants.
She also said the petition, 
which was student-driven and not 
encouraged by faculty members, 
allows anonymity for faculty and 
students in fear of retaliation.  
“People are in fear of speaking 
out in general because the situ-
ation has gotten very volatile,” 
Hentrich said. “Students asking 
administrators [leads to] getting 
an aggressive body language, voice 
raising [and] combative [attitude].” 
Hentrich said students and 
faculty felt the need to create 
this petition after several events 
including a Sept. 19 “Chill with 
the Chair” meeting between 
Jeff Schiff, interim chair of the 
Fashion Studies Department, and 
students, as reported Sept. 26 by 
The Chronicle, left students and 
faculty feeling like their concerns 
were not being listened to.
Senior Vice President and 
Provost Stan Wearden said the 
college is open to any curriculum 
feedback, but added he thinks 
there is a misunderstanding in 
the petition regarding the research 
and review procedure.
“I don’t think the drafters of the 
petition are all aware of how inclu-
sive [it] is and how much faculty 
do have a voice in this,” Wearden 
said. He added the confusion was 
prompted by the Sept. 9 email from 
Schiff—announcing the BFA’s 
cancellation, which had not 
yet been canceled. 
“[It] was exacerbated 
by Schiff sending out 
the email that he sent 
out,” Wearden said. “He 
was trying to reassure 
students that things 
were going to be okay, but 
instead, the email created 
a lot of confusion. It gave the 
impression that this proposal is a 
lot further along than it actually is.” 
Wearden added unlike a perma-
nent chair, an interim chair does 
not need experience in the field to 
manage and evaluate curriculum.
Schiff did not respond to sev-
eral requests for comment as of 
press time. 
Wearden added that he does 
not see any reason to not share 
the nonconfidential parts of the 
research and data that has been 
requested by students.
If formally presented to him, 
Wearden said he is willing to 
review the petition and share 
it with the Fashion Studies 
Department’s chair and the dean.
Onye Ozuzu, dean of the School 
of Fine & Performing Arts who 
met with fashion students and 
faculty earlier this month, said 
she was aware of the peti-
tion but has not fully read it 
because it has not been for-
mally presented to her. She 
added the petition is being 
reviewed by the department. 
According to Hentrich, the 
“magic bus” phrase included in 
» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO  
CAMPUS EDITOR
Fashion petition demands ‘go 
back to the drawing board’  
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RATES:
10hrs— $11
24hrs— $30
(until 10pm)— $16
All day
$6 after 4pm
710  s. Wabash Ave
 
Downtown Parking
until 10pm
710selfpark.com
CAMPUS
» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
Columbia has been ranked second on VotePlz.org’s national, collegiate 
leaderboard, which was created to determine a college’s voter registration rates 
among students. 
DURING THE PRESIDENTIAL elec-
tion season, Columbia’s Student 
Government Association, along 
with the Office of Multicultural 
Affairs, has offered  a range of 
opportunities for on-campus 
voter registration—a service not 
offered by the college in previous 
years—according to   President and 
senior business & entrepreneur-
ship major, Kaela Ritter.
SGA has also scheduled a 
series of events throughout 
the election season to increase 
students’ political awareness 
and offer information about the 
voting process.
These efforts earned Columbia 
national recognition from VotePlz.
org, a website that allows users 
to check their registration sta-
tus and offers a simplified voter 
registration process. A national 
leaderboard uses a point system to 
rank colleges based on the number 
of students who register through 
the website, and Columbia is rated 
second on this list.
Co-founder of VotePlz.org 
Fouad Matin said in an Oct. 12 
emailed statement that the web-
site was created to make the reg-
istration process easier, especially 
for younger people who may find 
the mailing process confusing.
“We’re aiming to do more 
than a voter registration cam-
paign,” said Ramona Gupta, 
coordinator of Asian American 
Cultural Affairs in the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs. “We’re 
trying to do something that’s 
more comprehensive [and] cov-
ers the three components of a 
good registration campaign, 
which are voter registration, edu-
cation  and mobilization.”
Though the deadline for mail-in 
registration has passed, individu-
als can register online until Oct. 
23 and in person until election day 
on Nov. 8, according to the Illinois 
government election website.
“I remember needing my mom’s 
help to register because I didn’t 
know what I was doing,” said 
Maggie Curran, a junior adver-
tising major. “If it was an online 
process, there would be a better 
turnout, and it would make it a lot 
simpler for everyone.”
Since the beginning of the Fall 
2016 semester, students have been 
invited to The Loft on the fourth 
floor of the 916 S. Wabash Ave. 
Building to fill out mail-in regis-
tration forms or register online 
through places like VotePlz.org, 
Rock The Vote and Hello Vote. 
SGA has also hosted three open 
forum events at which SGA mem-
bers answered questions from 
students about the registration 
process, according to Gupta.
“A lot of students are able to 
vote for the first time when they 
are in college,” Gupta said. “It’s 
their first time feeling they can 
engage fully in the electoral pro-
cess, so it’s really important to 
get students involved as soon as 
they can be.”
On Nov. 8, SGA will be hosting 
an event at Stage Two, located 
in the 618 S. Michigan Ave. 
Building, for students to watch 
election results.
“In America, [people] feel like 
millennials don’t care about 
conscious issues or would even 
care about registering to vote, 
and [we would] like to break that 
stereotype,” Ritter said. “This is 
a highly publicized election, and 
with all the things that have been 
going on, it’s important for people 
our age to have a voice.”
» CONNOR CARYNSKI 
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Columbia recognized for voter registration efforts
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» Courtesy ROBERT MANIS
Robert Manis, 2005 audio arts & acoustics alumnus and founder of Moniker 
Records, helped the ‘70s punk band Death release its best-selling album in 2009. 
A RARE, 7-INCH record, donated by 
2005 audio arts & acoustics alum-
nus Robert Manis, now hangs in 
the newest Smithsonian museum, 
the National Museum of African 
American History and Culture in 
Washington D.C.
The record features two songs 
by the ‘70s Detroit rock band 
Death—“Politicians in my Eyes” 
and “Keep on Knocking.” Only 
about 500 records were released 
by Death in 1976 and even fewer 
original copies are available today, 
according to Manis.
After Manis graduated, he 
started his own Chicago-based 
record label, Moniker Records, 
which is still active. Manis 
said he obtained the record he 
donated in a trade with a Portland 
record dealer.
Curator of the Music and 
Performing Arts exhibit at the 
museum Dwandalyn Reece said 
one of the exhibit’s goals is to show 
that African-American musical 
history encompasses more than 
R&B and gospel. Death fit well into 
that musical history, she added.
“One thing [viewers] will take 
away is the diversity and involve-
ment of African-Americans in 
rock ‘n’ roll as it first started out, 
from [the genre’s] inception, to its 
evolution to its present day,” Reece 
said. “It also emphasizes that all 
performers—all musicians—are 
influenced by different styles and 
don’t like to be put in a box.”
It was not until 2009 that 
Manis succeeded in locating 
members of Death, who had gone 
their separate ways, according to 
» CONNOR CARYNSKI 
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Alumnus donates record to 
Smithsonian, reminisces on punk band
music and culture, according 
to Reece.
“It was such an important piece 
that it didn’t need to be in a box in 
my house,” Manis said. “It should 
be on display because it represents 
everything about that band and the 
discovery of the band.”
“[Death] had the master tapes 
in the attic of their house for 30 
years or so,” Manis said. “I’m glad 
they held onto [them].”
The record sold better than any 
the band had ever released, with 
about 12,000 vinyl records pur-
chased to date, according to a Drag 
City Records representative.
“They are absolutely a unique 
band in their era,” Albini said. 
“Their music missed its   audience 
the first time around and when it 
was found, it was celebrated and 
championed. It was a unique thing 
to have a band like that come out 
of that community, but it was also 
a unique thing to have a band so 
substantial and so interesting 
come out of anywhere.”
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Manis. He asked them to release 
previously recorded tracks and 
referred them to the record label 
Drag City, which created the sev-
en-song, 2009 album ...For the 
Whole World to See.
Death did not receive much 
publicity in the ‘70s, according 
to Steve Albini, record engineer 
and owner of Electrical Audio 
recording studios. It took time for 
audiences to appreciate the band’s 
unique style, he added.
“[Death] goes about its busi-
ness being awesome, whether 
they have an audience or not, and 
then it takes some time for the 
culture to catch up with the lead-
ing likes of anything,” Albini said. 
“That’s why they say an artist is 
most revered after he dies because 
that’s when you have the complete 
body of work.”
The record is now displayed 
on the top floor of the museum in 
the “Musical Crossroads” exhibit 
alongside memorabilia from 
Jimi Hendrix, Chuck Berry and 
Living Color, all of whom  have 
inf luenced African-American 
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EARLIER, EASIER AND MORE ACCURATE FOR 2017-18
1. You can submit your 2017-18 FAFSA 
as as early as October 1, 2016, at 
FAFSA.gov
SUBMIT
2. You’ll use 2015 income and tax information, 
imported directly from the IRS when you 
complete the FAFSA online
IMPORTING
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YOU’LL BE ABLE TO SUBMIT YOUR FAFSA® EARLIER.
You can file your 2017-18 FAFSA as early as October 1, 2016, 
as opposed to January 1, 2017. 
This earlier submission date will be a permanent change, 
meaning you can complete and submit a FAFSA as early as 
October 1 every year. 
By filing the FAFSA earlier, you’ll have an earlier indication of 
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with budgeting for the upcoming school year. 
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as appropriate—will use already-filed 2015 income and tax 
information, rather than your 2016 income and tax information. 
You won’t have to wait until you file your 2016 taxes—and, 
because you’ll already have done your taxes when you fill out 
your FAFSA, you may be able to automatically import your tax 
information using the IRS Data Retrieval Tool.
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Faculty Senate discussed the response to 
life insurance cuts and the goal to make pay 
raises more accessible at its Oct. 14 meeting.
THE FACULTY SENATE addressed  life 
insurance benefits cuts, perfor-
mance-based salary raises and 
accommodations needed for the 
increased number of disabled stu-
dents at its Oct. 14 meeting.
Jeanne Kelly, assistant direc-
tor of the Office of Services for 
Students with Disabilities and 
dean of students, attended the 
meeting, held at Stage Two in the 
618 S. Michigan Ave. Building, 
as a guest to speak about how to 
accommodate disabled students 
in the classroom.  
According to Kelly, the number 
of disabled students attending 
the college is increasing, as it is 
nationwide. Columbia currently 
has 700 disabled students. In May 
2016, 125 disabled students grad-
uated, Kelly said.
“The diversity of the disabil-
ities and the complexity has 
increased, so you are experienc-
ing a classroom [with] students 
that may be providing you greater 
challenges than you’ve had in the 
past,” Kelly said.
The Senate also discussed the 
effects of recent life insurance 
benefits cuts. The payments made 
to beneficiaries in the event of an 
employee’s death were cut for full-
time non-union employees from 
3.5x the employee’s annual salary 
down to 1.5x, as reported Sept. 26 
by The Chronicle.
Greg Foster-Rice, an associ-
ate professor in the Photography 
Department and Faculty Senate 
president, criticized how the 
cuts were communicated. The 
announcement was made in a Sept. 
12 email from Columbia’s Office of 
Human Resources, as reported 
Sept. 26 by The Chronicle.
“I want to recognize the neg-
ative impact the initial commu-
nication had on faculty, both in 
terms of morale and [in] financial 
planning,” Foster-Rice said. 
Foster-Rice noted the admin-
istration had responded to issues 
raised by faculty. Following a 
Sept. 19 meeting with top admin-
istrators, an email was sent to 
faculty Sept. 21 addressing the 
concerns, as reported Sept. 26 by 
The Chronicle.
“There was surprise at how 
strongly the faculty reacted,” 
said Beth Davis-Berg, asso-
ciate professor in the Science 
& Mathematics Department. 
“There was an assumption that 
this was going to be taken as a 
minimal change.” 
Foster-Rice said it appeared 
faculty benefits would continue 
to be a conversation topic in 
the future.
“I feel secure in knowing we’re 
going to be more involved in the 
accountability and options for 
any future decisions,” Foster-
Rice said.
Performance-based raises, 
another issue discussed among 
faculty, was addressed by Keith 
Kostecka, an associate professor 
in the Science & Mathematics 
Department. He said the Senate’s 
Compensation Committee’s goal 
was to make performance-based 
pay raises more fair and inclusive 
and make pay raises available to 
all faculty.
In a Feb. 12 Faculty Senate 
meeting, performance-based sal-
ary raises were discussed, with 
a motion passed regarding eligi-
bility, as reported Feb. 15 by The 
Chronicle. It was recommended 
that Senior Vice President and 
Provost Stan Wearden change the 
eligibility to include all faculty 
members. The eligibility guide-
lines excluded faculty members 
below the level of associate pro-
fessors and full-time lecturers, 
as well as faculty that received 
raises after May 2015, according 
to Foster-Rice.
Scott Hall, a senior lecturer in 
the Music Department, compared 
raises he received in the past to 
smaller raises that were received 
in the Spring 2016 semester.
“I’m hoping this work is going to 
set a standard,” Hall said. “Morale 
is going to be better at this college; 
right now, it’s still not good.”
» ARIANA PORTALATIN 
CAMPUS REPORTER
Faculty Senate addresses insurance 
cuts, performance-based raises
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“We hold to the commitment 
that the diversity of the society we 
live in and the students we engage 
should be reflected in our faculty, 
staff, and students and as a College 
we are committed to creating poli-
cies and programs that will ensure 
that diversity, equity, and inclusion 
thrive and are at the center of all 
that we do,” The statement said.
According to Ozuzu, the com-
mittee researched diversity state-
ments from other institutions to 
create the first draft. The statement 
expressed the beliefs and commit-
ment to diversity and inclusion at 
the college.
Gupta said it is important to get 
feedback to ensure the statement 
resonates with everyone in the 
Columbia community.
“If this is a statement that speaks 
to the entire college’s commitment, 
then it’s important to check with 
the community and see if it truly 
does reflect where they want to see 
the college go,” Gupta said.
The Oct. 5 email also stated that 
there would be an open forum to 
CAMPUS
get additional feedback on the 
mission statement. According to 
Ozuzu, the forum will be held Oct. 
31. Gupta said the forum will likely 
be held at Stage Two in the 618 S. 
Michigan Ave Building, at 1 p.m., 
but that place and time is yet to be 
confirmed.
“We want to make sure this is a 
statement the college believes in,” 
Kim said. “We don’t want it to just 
be a small group of people writing 
words and then claiming it to rep-
resent the college.”
Kim stated that these steps are 
central to the college’s Strategic 
Plan implementation, in which 
one of its goals calls the college to 
become national leaders in higher 
education for commitment to diver-
sity and inclusion. Other steps the 
college plans to take include ensur-
ing diversity within curriculum 
and the college community.
“I’m excited about getting to the 
point where we’re actively working 
on making the kinds of structural 
changes that will help us be more 
effective in this area,” Kim said.
 asalcedo@chroniclemail.com
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the petition refers to a group of 
faculty in the department who 
traveled to Ohio during the sum-
mer to visit fashion companies and 
industry professionals.
Schiff referred to this “magic 
bus” term in an email sent 
to faculty, according to Part-
Time Faculty Union President 
and adjunct professor in the 
Photography Department Diana 
Vallera in a Sept. 23 interview 
with The Chronicle.
Hentrich added that petition 
supporters are demanding a full-
time chair before further changes 
are made because the department 
needs someone who has experi-
ence in the industry.
“If you don’t speak the jargon of 
the industry, it’s very difficult for 
any interim chair to come in and 
make changes that are going to be 
best suited for [the] department,” 
Hentrich said.
The hashtag #ColumbianotKent 
has been used by students shar-
ing the petition via social media. 
Hentrich said the hashtag refers 
to Kent State University’s par-
ticipation in the BFA program’s 
curriculum reviewing process.
Wearden, who worked at that 
university prior to Columbia, 
added that it was a coincidence 
that Kent State was part of the 
reviewing process and empha-
sized it had nothing to do with 
the proposal, which was drafted 
by two faculty members.
“There’s no effort here on my 
part or anyone else’s to make this 
a mirror of Kent State’s curric-
ula,” Wearden said. “It would not 
make  sense.” 
Ozuzu added that she is open to 
share requested research and data 
with students and is currently 
working on gathering it. She said 
she had not shared it because it is 
unusual for students to be involved 
in curriculum update.
“The unusual part is that 
usually current students aren’t 
brought into the fire of that 
debate…” Ozuzu said. “The fact 
that it’s happened is not neces-
sarily a bad thing.” 
Additional institutions that 
have participated in the internal 
review process apart from Kent 
State include Lim College: New 
York, Ozuzu added. She said she 
is unaware why Lim College’s 
involvement was not mentioned 
in the past and could not provide 
information regarding how many 
faculty have been involved in the 
process, but added that all have 
been invited to participate.
Ozuzu said the external review 
information will be provided to 
students as well. 
Wearden said all faculty in the 
department were invited to par-
ticipate in the external review pro-
cess, which occurred during the 
summer when a group of faculty 
visited apparel industries, such as 
Abercrombie & Fitch, for feedback. 
While not opposed to change, 
Hentrich said she would like 
proper research, transparency 
and faculty consultation before 
implementation.
“I would like [the administra-
tion] to stop and go back to the 
drawing board and start again,” 
Hentrich said.
CAMPUS
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Build your resume, work experience, and earn 
supplemental income through a part-time job.
Employers from various industries will be in 
attendance recruiting for paid job opportunities. 
Resumes are required at this event to give you the 
best chance of landing a job.
To brush up on your job-seeking skills, visit: 
www.colum.edu/jobfairs.
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of spaces to talk about [trauma], let alone 
when horrible things happen to this part 
of [women’s] bodies.”
On the table in her office is a small bowl 
that can easily fit in the palm of a hand. The 
details are vibrant—purple and bedazzled. 
The story of the bowl comes from a young 
female client who had several experiences 
of sexual violence. Her self-esteem was 
considerably low, Ferranto said, and she 
believed the assaults were her fault. 
During an appointment, Ferranto said 
the client  finally revealed there was some-
thing inside her regarding her traumatic 
experience, but she did not know how to 
let it out. 
“I said, ‘OK, something needs to come out. 
How would you envision it being held once 
it came out?’” Ferranto said. 
The girl said, “a bowl.” So, they started 
making coiled bowls. 
As they worked on their separate bowls, 
low self-esteem began to eat away at the 
girl, who crumpled up her bowl and threw 
it away multiple times. Finally, she made 
one, but she wanted to wait a while before 
continuing. Ferranto said she came back 
the next week, ready to make a new bowl 
but kept the old one. The new one was made 
in minutes: strong, sturdy and beautiful. 
“[Survivors] are learning while they’re 
making—‘If I can make a bowl really 
strong, I can do the same thing for myself,’” 
Ferranto said.
WHEN JORDAN FERRANTO returns home 
from work as an art therapist, she chang-
es out of work clothes and into her “home 
clothes.” This isn’t just a usual activity: 
It is a deliberate ritual that Ferranto said 
separates her from the trauma she wit-
nesses every day. 
“In the beginning, [the job] was really 
hard to handle,” Ferranto said. “I struggled 
a lot to the point where I was becoming 
affected by vicarious trauma and taking 
on the symptoms I saw in my clients.”
As an art therapist and general coun-
selor at Rape Victim Advocates, 180 N. 
Michigan Ave., Ferranto, 24, said her cli-
ents are typically 18–60 years old. However, 
the organization accepts clients 12 years 
and older. She began working at RVA as a 
counseling intern before graduating from 
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago 
with a Master of Arts in art therapy in 2015. 
Ferranto said she has been interested in 
art therapy since she was in eighth grade 
when her teacher introduced art therapy 
theories in class. The theories were simple 
and would now be considered outdated, 
but Ferranto was hooked by the healing 
powers of art. 
“As an eighth grader, I thought, ‘This is 
so cool; you can tell so much from people’s 
drawings. I want to do that,’” Ferranto said, 
adding that art helped her work through 
her own struggles as a high school student. 
With support from her mother, an artist 
herself, she pursued her career. 
An art therapist at RVA provides a safe 
space for clients to work through their 
trauma in a positive environment. At times, 
survivors are met with an unforgiving soci-
ety and family, according to Ferranto. 
“The reason why counseling and therapy 
are so important is because survivors can 
come here and be met with [someone say-
ing], ‘This is not your fault,’” Ferranto said.
Ferranto said making art herself helps 
the way she interacts with her clients. 
Being hands on with art can help art ther-
apists gain more insight as they interact 
with trauma survivors. 
According to Brittlyn Riley-Meade, 
an art therapist at Art Therapy Studio 
Chicago, creating art can help survivors 
work through trauma that may be difficult 
to express in words. 
“[The way trauma] is stored in the brain 
is not in chronological order,” Riley-Meade 
said. “It is important for survivors to feel 
like they are in control of how they choose 
to talk or express [their experiences], 
especially in a situation where they may 
have been powerless.”
According to Cassandra Kaczor, a 
Chicago-based musician who primarily 
works with sexual trauma victims, a safe 
space is important for survivors to speak 
openly about their experiences. 
“The moment [the people I work with] 
are able to take an experience or memory 
of something painful and materialize it 
into a piece of art, there is a weight lifted 
off of their backs,” Kaczor said, adding that 
everyone has a different relationship with 
the trauma they have experienced. 
Ferranto’s love of art is evident in her 
office: A large glass frame of colorful knit-
ted vulvas hangs on her wall, a project 
Ferranto began after she was inspired by 
hearing about the pain of her clients. They 
vulvas are coupled with words she would 
like to say to those clients—what she would 
like them to believe. 
Ferranto hosted a knitting workshop to 
allow survivors to express their experi-
ences. Along with her knitting workshop 
“Reclaiming Your Body,” she currently 
hosts a new open studio workshop entitled 
“Making Matters.” Both have empower-
ing, positive affects on those who attend, 
Ferranto said. 
“[The knitted vulvas] are a way to honor 
this body part that is stigmatized and 
shamed,” Ferranto said. “There is not a lot 
» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT  
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Strong and sturdy—treating  sexual violence 
survivors through art therapy
 bpawlingstennett@chroniclemail.com
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Counseling organization Rape Victim Advocates, 180 N. Michigan Ave., provides rape crisis counseling, 
art therapy workshops and legal counsel for victims of sexual violence ages 12 and up, including ses-
sions with art therapist Jordan Ferranto. 
Ethnomusicologist teaches Mexican history with songs » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
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ARTS & CULTURE
» ZOË EITEL  
MANAGING EDITOR
Crossover episodes are more 
trouble than they're worth
ARTS & CULTURE
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South African rap-rave duo 
Die Antwoord performed at 
the Aragon Ballroom, 1106 W. 
Lawrence Ave., Oct. 11.
For its Oct. 11 episodes of "New Girl" and "Brooklyn Nine-Nine," FOX aired two back-
to-back crossover episodes in which 
main characters from each show 
made appearances on the other.
The "New Girl" principle characters 
visited New York, and some of them 
encountered the detectives from 
Brooklyn's 99th precinct in a few short, 
silly scenes. While the crossover had 
the potential to bring two well-loved 
sitcoms together, the scenes the shows 
shared were awkward and didn't live 
up to either show's historic hilarity.
Crossover episodes are not new, but 
they often take place in shows that 
were already previously connected in 
some way by the writers. Prior to the 
Oct. 11 episodes, fans of "Brooklyn 
Nine-Nine" and "New Girl" were given 
no confirmation that both FOX shows 
took place in the same fictional world.
Many crime shows in the same 
franchise have obvious opportunities 
to share characters and storylines, and 
they take advantage, such as the vari-
ous "CSI" and "Law & Order" editions 
as well as the Chicago-centric P.D., 
Med, Fire and Justice. But, shows with 
characters already known to exist in 
the same universe are a lot different 
than forcing two shows to mesh.
"Law & Order: Special Victims Unit" 
and "Chicago P.D." had several cross-
overs woven through episodes of both 
shows. Much like the FOX crossover, 
that crime-show mixing didn't hit the 
mark. The need for the "SVU" "P.D." 
crossovers was not only unclear by 
marred by stilted dialogue, references 
to unclear plot points and open-ended 
storylines. Someone unfamiliar 
with "P.D.," would not understand 
the vague references to that show's 
characters' backgrounds, or "SVU"'s.
Those kinds of crossovers are noth-
ing more than marketing attempts 
to expand the viewership of the less 
popular show. When the episodes 
are forced, it's obvious and affects 
the quality of the shows. But, not all 
crossovers are necessarily bad.
In July 2006, Disney aired the 
perfectly executed, three-part cross-
over "That's So Suite Life of Hannah 
Montana," which mixed "That's so 
Raven," "The Suite Life of Zack and 
Cody" and "Hannah Montana." That 
crossover didn't rely too heavily on prior 
knowledge of the different shows, didn't 
force unnecessary plot points and just 
amplified the quality of the original 
shows. A few years later, Disney aired 
another crossover with two of the three 
shows in the previous one as well as 
the newer "Wizards of Waverly Place" 
titled "Wizards on Deck with Hannah 
Montana." Much like the other, this 
crossover lived up to fans' expectations.
The CW's "The Originals" started in 
2013 as a spin-off from the network's 
popular show "The Vampire Diaries" 
and have both shared characters and 
hosted well-thought-out crossovers 
since the spin-off's premiere.
Those Disney and CW episodes didn't 
try too hard to get audience members 
to go and watch any show they didn't 
previously with vague references to past 
events and plots. FOX and NBC could 
take some pointers from those networks 
with future crossovers, though it would 
be better if they didn't try anymore.
 zeitel@chroniclemail.com
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shedding his nice-boy image—and 
clothes—for only a speedo as he 
stars in Kelly’s new thriller about 
a murder in the porn industry, pre-
miering Oct. 21 on IFC Films. 
The film, which also stars 
James Franco, Christian Slater 
and Keegan Allen, premiered 
at Tribeca Film Festival April 
16. It also screened at Reeling, 
Chicago’s LGBTQ International 
Film Festival, Sept. 29 to a sold-
out advanced screening featuring 
a panel with Kelly, Clayton and 
producer Scott Levenson.
Based on real events and the 
2012 book “Cobra Killer: Gay Porn, 
Murder, and the Manhunt to Bring 
the Killers to Justice” by Peter A. 
Conway and Andrew E. Stoner, the 
film tells the story of fresh-faced 
San Diego native Sean Lockart, 
played by Clayton, who is turned 
into a gay porn star by a closeted 
producer, and adopts the alter ego 
Brent Corrigan. 
Disney star transforms into 
gay porn star in new biopic
‘King Cobra,’ a new comedic thriller star-
ring James Franco about the gay porn 
industry based on a true story, is Disney 
star Garrett Clayton’s first serious role. 
WHEN “KING COBRA” director 
Justin Kelly first learned that 
Garrett Clayton used to be a 
Disney Channel actor, he said he 
assumed Clayton would not fit 
the movie’s gay porn star lead role. 
But Kelly’s assumptions proved 
false, and Clayton now has a new 
role to add to his repertoire.
Clayton, known for Disney 
Channel’s “Teen Beach Movie,” is 
» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
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Played by Slater, the producer 
becomes protective of Corrigan 
when rival gay porn producers, 
played by Franco and Allen, want 
him in their films. The story turns 
grim when Slater’s character is 
murdered over Corrigan’s contract. 
“The biggest thing I needed out 
of an actor, aside from the look and 
vibe, was somebody willing to take 
the risk and be comfortable in sim-
ulating gay sex scenes,” Kelly said 
of Clayton, adding that he was not 
afraid to commit to the role.
Clayton said the sex scenes were 
the most challenging and he still 
cringes watching himself simulate 
them on screen, but he wanted to 
break free from his Disney days.
“[Corrigan is a] very layered 
character I could sink my teeth 
into, and he gave me everything 
I was looking for,” Clayton said.
Clayton said playing the part 
required perseverance and he pre-
pared for the role by researching 
his character’s life and watching 
his films, but the two never met.
Because the story covers seri-
ous subject matter such as porn 
addiction and murder, Clayton 
said he was careful not to make 
a joke of Corrigan’s life but to 
respect the work.
“A lot of people have too strong of 
an opinion when it comes to these 
subjects,” Clayton said. “It is not 
my job to judge; it is just my job to 
tell the story.”
Chicagoan Todd Burbank, who 
attended Reeling’s advanced 
screening of “King Cobra,” said the 
acting was strong, but he wished 
the movie was more intense in its 
treatment of the subject matter. 
However, the attraction of big 
Hollywood names such as Franco 
and Slater pull people in, he added.
“Names like that draw in people 
that are not gay and have friends 
that are and have seen these actors 
do other movies,” Burbank said.
Kelly expressed Franco’s sup-
port and called him a mentor.
“He loves controversial subject 
matter, and so do I,” Kelly said. 
“We have connected on that and 
want to keep rolling with it.”
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Theater troupe brews up 
night of witches for festival
Tai Palmgren, artistic director 
of InGen Productions, the com-
pany putting on the festival, said 
the idea for a witch-themed fes-
tival was a joke until the troupe 
got the opportunity to make it a 
reality in The Charnel House’s 
funeral-home-turned-theater. 
“What we’re doing comes from 
love for the movies,” Palmgren 
said. “We’re celebrating them, and 
we’re celebrating the memories 
we all share.”
InGen Productions reimagines 
popular films as stage perfor-
mances, and Palmgren said “Relax, 
It’s Only Magic” will expand upon 
the concept by adding puppetry, 
music and dance. 
The 6-hour festival will also 
host a panel of experts discuss-
ing the history of witches in film, 
tarot card readings and a perfor-
mance by local band Beauty School, 
among other attractions, accord-
ing to the event’s Facebook page.
Hannah Schupbach, the event’s 
hostess, said the idea of a witch 
theater festival exploring film and 
pop culture was irresistible. 
Sarah Giovannetti, drummer 
for Beauty School and InGen 
Productions company member, 
said witch culture resonates with 
so many people because, at its core, 
it is about female empowerment 
and a naturalistic worldview.
“We live in a really polarized 
culture right now,” Giovannetti 
said. “We’re looking at masculinity 
versus femininity with our current 
election, and women are trying 
to come up and show themselves 
as strong and valuable—just as 
valuable as men.” 
Palmgren said witches have 
been used as a way to villainize 
women in the past and “a way to 
shut down powerful women.”
“Now, that is something to be 
celebrated: women who aren’t 
afraid to speak their voice and be 
themselves,” Palmgren said.
Giovannetti said the films cho-
sen for the festival have resonated 
with people long after their orig-
inal releases—from 1990 to 1996. 
“Hocus Pocus” is notable because 
of its departure from standard 
Disney tropes, “The Witches” is 
MOST KNOW WITCHES as the warty, 
“double, double toil and trouble” 
type popularized by Shakespeare, 
but a local theater troupe is bat-
tling the misconception.
“Relax, It’s Only Magic: a Theatre 
Festival Celebrating Witches in 
Film” will host live staged rendi-
tions of cult classic witch films 
“Hocus Pocus,” “The Craft” and 
“The Witches” at The Charnel 
House, 3421 W. Fullerton Ave., 
Oct. 22. 
» GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE
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“especially strange” and “The 
Craft” is an “all-around good 
spooky flick,” she added.
Palmgren said the event is 
already sold out, which has never 
happened before for InGen’s pro-
ductions. 492 people have RSVP’d 
on the event’s Facebook page and 
more than 3,200 are listed as 
interested as of press time.
“ We’ve been doing these 
shows for almost five years now,” 
Palmgren said. “Our audience is 
[usually] friends, coworkers, par-
ents or people we know in the the-
ater community. We’re delighted 
a lot of strangers and new fans, 
hopefully, will come to this.”
Not everyone is interested in 
witches and the Halloween season, 
but Schupbach said “Relax, It’s 
Only Magic” could easily appeal to 
those unfamiliar with the culture. 
“[The panel] is a really great 
entry point,” Schupbach said. 
“People might ask that question 
of, ‘What’s the big deal?’ It will be 
really, really engaging.”
 jsadowski@chroniclemail.com
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Art show celebrates strangeness 
with masks, one-of-a-kind items
The Halloween art show at the 
Sideshow Gallery, 2219 N. West-
ern Ave., will feature work created 
by Angel Onofre, who relies on 
themes of horror for his art. 
a masquerade becoming part of 
the theme of the art show. 
“Just the idea of the mask—put-
ting on this mask and being able to 
be someone else—I just love that 
idea,” Elliott said. “There’s such 
a great history of mask—wearing 
and stepping outside yourself. Plus, 
they’re just great sculptural forms.”
Onofre said he thinks the theme 
of masks is appropriate for the 
Sideshow Gallery. 
“[It’s] really fitting with the whole 
theme Sideshow has,” Onofre 
added. “Every piece that I’m going 
to have there has a mask incorpo-
rated into it one way or another.”
Adam Rust, the co-owner of 
another Chicago oddities shop, 
Woolly Mammoth, 1513 W. Foster 
Ave., said interest in the odd is 
human nature.
“People are naturally fascinated 
to see the abject, or the fringe, or 
things that lay on the edge of the 
mainstream,” Rust said. “It’s 
always been that way.”
Although there is no definitive 
reason why patrons are interested 
in the contents of oddity shops, 
Onofre said he had no reservations 
about contributing his art to the 
Sideshow Gallery’s Halloween 
show because of his admiration 
for the shop. 
“I’m a really big fan of the shop 
and the whole vibe they’ve got 
going for it,” Onofre said. “When 
they asked me to be a part of it, I 
just kind of jumped on it.”
Because of the unique and odd 
qualities of Sideshow’s items for 
sale, Elliott said she has thought 
about why patrons are inter-
ested in the shop’s collection and 
decided it reflects how the culture 
of collecting has changed through 
the years. 
“People actually made things and 
kept things [in past centuries], and 
[now] we have a sort of throw-away 
culture,” Elliott said. “People are 
fascinated with the past. It’s kind 
of comforting to see these old, 
weird things. We’ve amassed this 
weird collection of old and new 
things that give people a look into 
the past and a look into the beyond.” 
HALLOWEEN AND MASK art are the 
focus of an upcoming art show 
and masquerade curated by a 
combination oddities shop and 
art space. 
Chicago’s Sideshow Gallery, 
2219 N. Western Ave., will host 
the event Oct. 22. The shop sells 
items such as prayer candles with 
images of David Bowie, decks of 
tarot cards and jewelry made of 
animal bones.
Anne Katrin Elliott, co-owner of 
Sideshow Gallery, said the shop’s 
unique collections offered her and 
fellow co-owner Cheri Basak the 
opportunity to create a Halloween 
art show without the typical cli-
chés of the season. 
“We try to make each show dif-
ferent,” Elliott said. “Halloween is 
sort of our time, and we’re hoping 
to have something that is a lit-
tle more original and a little bit 
more exciting than your regular 
Halloween art show with pictures 
of witches and bats and monsters.”
Angel Onofre, a local artist 
whose work will be displayed in 
the show, said he is excited the 
exhibition will be focused on the 
theme of  Halloween. 
“It is probably one of my favorite 
time of the year,” Onofre said. “All 
my art is horror-based. Every art 
show [Sideshow] throws is cool, 
but Halloween is always going to 
be awesome.”
According to Elliott, the ano-
nymity and mystery behind 
wearing a mask led to the idea of 
» TYRA BOSNIC 
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something very casual like 
Columbia Music Collective would 
be better for someone’s first time, 
Carlson added.
“[CMC] is more of a club atmo-
sphere,” Carlson said. “People 
just join on their own will if they 
have any interest whatsoever. 
Everyone’s just looking to have 
a good time.”
Newcomers may feel intim-
idated, but Weegone is open to 
everyone, not just veteran per-
formers, Hipp said.
“It’s a testing ground,” Hipp said. 
“For the kid who’s never performed 
before, it’s a safe space where peo-
ple aren’t going to judge you. You 
get up there and do your thing.”
Hipp said it is important for 
“bedroom producers,” who write 
a lot of music but don’t perform, 
to get out and present their work.
“We’ll take someone who is 
very driven over someone who is 
extremely talented with no drive,” 
he said.”We’re a very personalized, 
grassroots working environment.”
Chicago record label helps 
produce creative community
At the open mics hosted by Weegone Records, running several events until Dec. 
13, anyone can perform for the label, but college participation is encouraged. 
Weegone’s focus is to grow a 
Chicago-centric artist commu-
nity—something that sets it apart 
from other labels—Freidhof said.
“The idea is that you don’t need 
to be in [Los Angeles], you don’t 
need to be in New York, to pop as 
an artist,” Freidhof said.
Freidhof said Grammy winners 
and other industry professionals, 
including rapper GLC and beat 
producer C-Sick, have attended 
past shows.
The open mic events are open 
to all local musicians but focus 
on undiscovered college students, 
Freidhof said.
Columbia has its own open 
mic events such as the Columbia 
Music Collective. Paige Carlson, 
a sophomore music major who is 
also a member of CMC, said new 
performers should not necessarily 
go to Weegone’s events. 
Going to a record label’s open 
mic could be intimidating, and 
GETTING NOTICED BY a record label 
is an elusive dream for most per-
formers, but local students will 
have a chance to impress pro-
ducers in an upcoming series of 
college open mic nights. 
Weegone Records, a local inde-
pendent record label, will host 
the events Oct. 20, Nov. 17 and 
Dec. 13 at REFUGE Live!, 416 
S. Clark St.
Weegone sponsored the open 
mic series to create an art com-
munity and search for new tal-
ent, according to Stafford Hipp, a 
producer for the label and junior 
audio arts & acoustics major.
“A party atmosphere where peo-
ple can perform is a great way to 
network and to meet other cre-
ative people,” Hipp said.
Past open mics hosted by 
Weegone had more than just musi-
cians in attendance. According 
to Hipp, graphic designers, cine-
matographers and more industry 
professionals show up to check 
out the talent.
Among artists signed on the 
Weegone label is Rylan Freidhof, 
a self-proclaimed future soul 
producer and senior business & 
entrepreneurship major, who goes 
by the stage name Space ca$h.
Freidhof started working with 
Weegone over the summer. He 
said after being introduced to 
other Weegone artists, he fre-
quently collaborated and wrote 
with them. 
“Ever since then, [collaboration] 
wasn’t even a question,” Freidhof 
said. “It was like, ‘Yo, when are 
you going to come over next?’ It 
was a very organic thing.”
» Courtesy ELLIE CONRAD
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As the sun rose Oct. 8, approximately 40,400 runners from all 50 states and 100 countries gathered in Grant Park to participate in a 26.2-
mile journey through 29 Chicago neighborhoods.
Runners competing in the 39th annual Chicago 
Marathon weaved their way through the Loop to the 
North Side, down the West Side, running through the 
Pilsen and Chinatown neighborhoods, reaching the 
tip of the South Side before looping back to Grant Park.
About 1.7 million spectators cheered and whistled 
on the sidelines, giving high fives and hugs to runners 
as they passed by. Many supporters held bright signs 
or flags, encouraging runners to keep going.
Abel Kirui, from Kenya, crossed the finish line at 
2:11:23, beating fellow Kenyan runner Dickson Chum-
ba by just three seconds and earning first place in the 
overall men’s category.
Not far behind, Florence Kiplagat, also from Kenya, 
crossed the finish line at 2:21:32, winning first place 
in the overall women’s category for the second year in 
a row.
As other runners finished the marathon, they were 
greeted by family and friends and awarded medals for 
completion of the race. Runners were celebrated at the 
marathon’s 27th mile post-race party with live enter-
tainment and food.
Abel Kirui from Kenya crossed the finish 
line, seconds before fellow Kenyan runner 
Dickson Chumba, to win first place overall. 
An injured runner rested just 
five miles from the finish line 
as others ran past. 
Runners hydrated mid-race 
with a quick refreshment.
Amanda McGrory, a paralympics 
gold medalist, placed third for the 
women’s wheelchair category. 
chronicle@colum.edu
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Runners passed an aid station 
in the Pilsen neighborhood.
Runners completed a 26.2-mile course 
through 29 Chicago neighborhoods 
during the 39th annual marathon.
The first woman to cross the finish line 
was Florence Kiplagat from Kenya, who 
also won the 2015 marathon.
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It’s like the start of a love story: Danny Miller and Max Harwood met in ele-mentary school when they were nine 
years old. They started playing in school 
bands and then graduated to basements 
at age 12, doing covers of Rage Against the 
Machine songs. 
More than 20 years later, the duo is still 
glued at the hip under the moniker Lewis 
Del Mar, calling their musical relationship 
more like a marriage than anything else.
The Queens, New York duo caught the 
music waves with their 2015 EP Loud(y), 
which reached No. 7 in Billboard’s Emerging 
Artists chart. After working independently 
for over a decade, the folk and Latin-infused 
electronic duo signed with Startime 
International under Columbia Records and 
released their self-titled debut album Oct. 7. 
Lewis Del Mar also performed at 
Lollapalooza 2016, playing on the same 
stage as Future, Radiohead and Mac Miller. 
The band is traveling across the country 
on its first headlining tour and played at 
Lincoln Hall, 2424 N. Lincoln Ave., Oct. 13.
The Chronicle spoke with Miller and 
Harwood about their debut album, being on 
a label and what drives their sound. 
THE CHRONICLE: What music influ-
enced you growing up?
DANNY MILLER: My father is Nicaraguan, 
so I grew up in a multicultural household, 
listening to salsa and samba and music from 
the Caribbean. When Max and I started 
playing, I was listening to more punk and 
ska and stuff that was more underground 
and scratchy. We are mainly influenced by 
stuff that isn’t musical. We both studied 
literature in college so a lot of authors from 
different periods of time but specifically 
Latin America and their storytelling styles 
like Jorge Luis Borges and Gabriel Garcia 
Marquez [are influences]. Matisse comes up 
when we talk about inspiration—the way he 
has cut and pasted visuals both speaks to 
working with limitations and the collage of 
ideas that we try to combine.
MAX HARWOOD: We tried to make our 
sound a hybrid of all the places we were 
influenced by, which was New York City, 
Rockaway Beach [in Queens] and Latin 
America. If you really think about those 
places and listen to our album, sonically and 
contextually it makes a lot of sense. There’s 
a lot of grit and openness of the ocean and 
rhythms from Latin America.
What do you each bring to the band?
DM: It is very multifaceted because we both 
bring different things to the band but in a 
very simple sense, Max is the producer and I 
am the songwriter. But, when you get on the 
road and you’re touring, it is a big balance 
of personalities. Max brings a lot of light-
hearted, positive energy to the group and I 
bring more focus and organization. We are 
able to lead a group of people with those two 
different balances. 
MH: That speaks even to the creative pro-
cess. Dan is very detailed and specific about 
recording, and I am very big-pictured and see 
arrangements as a whole and understand 
songs emotionally as one piece.
Why did you decide to join a label? 
MH: We were independent artists for 10 
years and drove around in my mom’s Volvo 
playing in club and bars. Once we put out 
these recordings there was a sense of the next 
level. You can’t just do the same thing forever. 
But at the end of the day, people just want 
good music and are always going to be judged 
more by their music than by anything else. 
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Lewis Del Mar dives into new touring era 
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I Write Sins Not Tragedies Panic! at the Disco
See You Again Miley Cyrus
Dance, Dance Fall Out Boy
Showstopper Danity Kane
Grillz Nelly
Unwritten Natasha Bedingfield
Report Card Soulja Boy
Got Money Lil Wayne
Unappreciated Cherish
Stronger Kanye West
Starstrukk 3OH!3
TiK ToK Ke$ha
Gives You Hell  The All-American Rejects
Just Dance Lady Gaga
Low Flo Rida
Snow (Hey Oh) Red Hot Chili Peppers
Crazy Gnarls Barkley
When You Were Young The Killers
The Pretender Foo Fighters
Knights of Cydonia Muse
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Lewis Del Mar had fans waiting outside the 
venue for three hours for its packed Oct 13 
show at Lincoln Hall, 2424 N. Lincoln Ave.
audiofi le
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expects audiences to be gripped by 
the unique theatrical sequences in 
the play, which include “some cool 
stage magic.”
Blixt said the mixture of the-
atrical elements makes the show 
stand out.
“What I’m loving about this is it’s 
a combination of so many things,” 
Blixt said. “It’s a horror movie 
onstage, but it’s also a silly comedy.” 
Zombies brought 
to life in new play
‘Zombie Broads’ is set to run at the Factory Theater, 1623 W. Howard St., from Oct. 21 through early December. The play 
follows a book club’s preparation for a possible zombie apocalypse. 
“It is fun [to perform] in the fall, 
but it is not one of those things that 
after Halloween becomes useless,” 
Blixt said.
“Zombie Broads” playing during 
the Halloween season is entirely 
coincidental but fortunate, accord-
ing to the playwrights.
“That’s how it happened to work 
out,” Pasko said. “We wrote it for a 
different space when the Factory 
was in Avondale [before moving to 
its new location in 2015]. It didn’t 
get accepted so we went back and 
rewrote a lot. It’s a much better 
show now.”
With a number of rewrites and 
delays because of the Factory 
Theater’s move to Rogers Park, the 
show finally came together for the 
2016-2017 season.
The cast, described on the the-
ater’s website as its “shameless 
ensemble,” is supportive and 
works well together to create the 
zombie storyline, Davis said. He 
FACTORY THEATER OPENS its second 
season at its Rogers Park location 
with “Zombie Broads,” a new play 
by Chicago playwrights Sara 
Sevigny and Corvette Pasko that 
blends comedy and horror.
The show at 1623 W. Howard 
St., which previewed on Oct. 13 
and runs from Oct. 21 until early 
December, takes a humorous look 
at zombie apocalypse survival. 
Cast member Spenser Davis 
plays Alex, who is secretly involved 
with Shelby, the daughter of the 
play’s protagonists. Davis said 
“Zombie Broads” tells the story of 
a zombie survivalist book club that 
comes together to prepare for a 
possible apocalypse. 
“[The characters] think [the 
apocalypse] is going to come but, 
in the back of their minds, know 
that it’s probably not [going to],” 
Davis said. “It’s comedy about 
preparing for something that you 
don’t think is going to happen until 
it actually does.” 
Sevigny and Pasko worked for 
three years on the show, which 
drew inspiration from one of 
Sevigny’s biggest terrors—zombies.
“It just takes one [zombie], and the 
whole world is over,” Sevigny said. 
Pasko dared Sevigny to face 
her fear, and the resulting play 
combines several genres. The 
writers invited Janice Blixt, the 
artistic director of the Michigan 
Shakespeare Festival, to direct 
the production, which is her first 
collaboration with Factory.
Blixt and the playwrights agree 
the play is much more than a sea-
sonal production, and the play can 
entertain year-round. 
» ANDREW CARROLL 
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CHECK         OUTme WHAT PIECE OF CLOTHING WOULD YOU PASS DOWN TO YOUR KIDS?
Sierra Norris 
freshman
music major
“The t-shirts I wear that 
represent the bands I like.”
Jake Benbrook 
senior radio major
» PHOTOS MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE
“Socks. They are pretty cool.”
“An oversized 
sweater. It can be 
cute when you are 
lazy.” 
Tiffany Rose 
senior business 
& entrepreneurship major
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Fully Furnished & Amenities
• Designer Living Room Furniture
• Stainless Steel Appliances and Quartz
  Countertop Kitchen
• Mounted Flat Panel Living Room TV
• In-Unit Washer/Dryer
• Fitness and Health Center
• Professionally Landscaped Rooftop Oasis 28 E Jackson Blvd • 2nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60604
312 724 6767
Email
live@chicagoinfinite.com
The Infinite is located one block from the 
“Loop U” campuses and is situated just steps from 
over 100 restaurants, coffee shops, and stores in 
the heart of downtown Chicago. 
Students will have the convenience of 
walking to class (even in the cold Chicago winters) 
and have multiple mass transit lines 
at their fingertips. 
Infinite offers the best location,
features, and amenities to
South Loop students
chicagoinfinite.com
with modern amenities
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Check out the new virtual tour here:
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about tour information.
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For students looking for student apartments near 
Roosevelt University, Columbia College, Robert Morris University, 
and Depaul’s downtown campus, and many others, we are in a 
prime spot for college commuters.
Only a minute walk from the Harold Washington Library 
CTA station, residents have quick access to the brown, orange, pink, 
and purple line services. Students who reside in our student 
apartment building also appreciate the lively lifestyle of downtown’s 
local shops and social activities.
SPECIALIZING IN ONLINE LEASING
email: live@arcatoldcolony.com
arcatoldcolony.com
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OPENING AT THE MUSIC BOX THEATRE ON OCTOBER 28
No purchase necessary. One pass per 
person. Screening passes valid strictly 
for Columbia College Chicago students, 
staff, and faculty only and are distributed 
at the discretion of the promotional 
partner. Those that have received a 
screening pass or promotional prize 
within the last 90 days are not eligible. 
THE HANDMAIDEN is not yet rated.
Stop by the offices of 
the Columbia Chronicle 
located at 
33 East Congress, 
Suite 224
Chicago
for your chance to 
win a pass for two to 
the special advance 
screening on Wednesday, 
October 26.
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SCREENING
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Video: “Ken Bone: 
The REAL winner 
of the debate” 
Blog: “The 
Sweetest Thing”
Ken Bone didn’t know he would be 
a viral sensation when he attended 
the second presidential debate, but 
his now-famous red sweater, cou-
pled with a very human attitude 
and question, made it happen. This 
CNN interview reveals why he wore 
the outfit, and the answer will have 
you in stitches. However, recent 
Reddit archives show his past com-
ments may cause a backlash.
This blog is a great combination of 
fashion, home decor and lifestyle 
advice. Emily’s style is laid-back 
and classic. Her blog is the destina-
tion for autumn outfit inspiration, 
and she often includes “dupes,” so 
you can find the same clothes, or 
similar pieces, at a lower price. Her 
dog is pretty adorable, too. Plus, she 
wrote that her husband,  John, is her 
primary photographer.
Uber:
Don’t put yourself through the misery 
of waiting for the train or catching a 
bus. Phones have the magical ability 
to summon a nice person with a car to 
pick you up and drive you to wherever 
you want for only a few bucks.
Snuggies:
Or anything else that allows you to 
envelope yourself in warm fuzziness. 
No one likes getting out of bed in the 
morning when the room feels like a 
freezer, so why not just take the blan-
ket with you?
Coffee, tea & hot cocoa:
If you’re sipping on something cold 
when the temperature is below zero 
outside, you should be living with po-
lar bears. Dunkin Donuts runs its Iced 
Coffee Happy Hour exclusively in the 
summer for a reason.
Layers:
It’s not cool or fun to be cold, so please 
just buy yourself some gear. If you want 
to be extremely cozy, it’s a good idea to 
buy some base layers to wear under 
your clothes.
Don’t go outside when you don’t 
have to:
You are allowed to become exception-
ally lazy in subzero temperatures. Be-
cause you’ll have an excuse to quaran-
tine yourself, go ahead and load up that 
Netflix queue with all the videos you’ve 
been needing to watch, get your grocer-
ies delivered from Instacart and they 
kick back.
» GABRIEL DE LA MORA
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Never lose sight of your inner child:
If there is one thing I’ve learned from 
Joey Tribbiani, it’s that you’re never too 
old to build a fort. Last year, my room-
mates and I built one, and as Joey said 
when he ate his date’s dessert, “I’m not 
even sorry.”
Practice Unagi:
According to Ross Geller, “Unagi is a 
state of total awareness. Only by achiev-
ing true Unagi can you be prepared for 
any danger that may befall you.” Unagi 
is important to remember while living 
in any city and is not to be confused with 
the sushi dish of the same name.
Pivot:
When moving a sofa, drawing diagrams 
and shouting “PIVOT” might make 
things go smoother—or not. But, when 
I moved into my new apartment this 
summer, I couldn’t help but laugh as we 
got my bed stuck in the doorframe, and I 
could hear Ross yelling in my head.
In rock paper scissors, use fire:
The next time you need to make a deci-
sion and play rock paper scissors, always 
use fire. It beats everything, unless you 
ask Phoebe Buffay, who says “water bal-
loon” always beats fire.
Friends make life a little easier:
Life isn’t easy, but having good friends 
who will be there for you “when the rain 
starts to pour” is priceless. You can count 
on them to laugh or cry with you, and they 
eventually become family. I have met all 
of my closest friends in college and am 
very grateful to have them in my life.
» SARAH IMPOLA
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Lincoln Park Zoo:
This free, fun and educational spot has 
all types of creatures to see. During hol-
idays, Chicagoans can look out for fun 
activities to attend, like zoo ghost tours, 
ice skating and beautiful light shows; 
however, these events cost money.
A sports game:
Whether it’s Bears, Cubs, Bulls, Black-
hawks or White Sox, it’s one big rowdy 
time for a date. Just make sure to bring 
cash because a hot dog and beer for two 
can cost nearly $40.
Lake Michigan:
This date could include the lakefront 
trail, the beach or Lake Michigan itself. A 
nice stroll or bike ride with bae is a pleas-
ant way to start or end the day. During 
summer, the beach also is a perfect place 
to enjoy a picnic. 
The Art Institute:
For Columbia students, admission to the 
museum is free. Walking through and 
getting lost not only in the exhibits, but 
also in the art itself is how you can re-
ally get to know someone.  Make sure to 
bring a dollar to store your backpack in 
the cloakroom.
Magnificent Mile:
With Burberry, Gucci, Nike, Apple, 
Hersey’s Chocolate and more, this 
stretch on Michigan Avenue is a treat, 
especially after payday when couples can 
treat each other to something nice. There 
are also restaurants on every corner that 
offer everything from Chicago-style hot 
dogs to juicy  fillet mignons.
» JAMES TSITIRIDIS
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
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video & blog 
reviews
WAYS TO SURVIVE 
CHIBERIA 2.0
PLACES TO TAKE  
A DATE
LESSONS I LEARNED 
FROM “FRIENDS”
our staff’s 
top 5 picks:
top  
ARTS & CULTURE
reviews
HABITIFY APP
LEAFMOJI FOR 
IMESSAGE
Although the pun using emoji and leaf 
is a little weak, this free app will bring 
some fall-themed fun to your usual 
iMessages. The app is available as a free 
add-on for iMessage and has lots of cute 
little leaves with a variety of moods and 
expressions to spice up your text mes-
sages. There is even a vomiting leaf, 
which is a personal favorite. No better 
way to celebrate fall than with emojis. 
While this scheduling app could be 
helpful to keep track of your reoccurring 
tasks, there’s no real difference between 
it and task apps already available on the 
iPhone, like Reminders and Calendar. 
Habitify also allows creation of an un-
limited number of habits and the com-
piles statistics on a user’s progress with 
their tasks, but those are only available 
if you upgrade to the premium app for 
$3.99, which isn’t worth the money.
APP
» ZOË EITEL 
MANAGING EDITOR
» ARABELLA BRECK 
MANAGING EDITOR
‘THE GIRL ON THE 
TRAIN’
SCREEN
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI 
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
FORGETTING AN 
UMBRELLA
JAVIER BAEZ’S 
GUM INCIDENT
As if Cubs fans needed another rea-
son to be proud of the team’s infield-
er’s fast reflexes, Javier Baez proved 
once again his defensive skills were 
a force to be reckoned. He juggled—
and ultimately caught—a piece of 
gum while in the dugout during game 
four of  the National League Division 
Series against the San Francisco Gi-
ants Oct. 11. The best part was the 
Cubs took home the win. #FlytheW
There is nothing worse than leaving 
my apartment without an umbrel-
la, rain boots or a jacket. During this 
stage of the year, it’s not uncommon 
for Chicago to have hot days, pouring 
rain and freezing breezes all in one 
week! Not checking the weather and 
preparing accordingly is a bad idea. 
Once it’s too late, it is easy to look like 
a scared, wet puppy.
RANDOM
RANDOM
» ANDREA SALCEDO 
CAMPUS EDITOR
» ARIANA PORTALATIN 
CAMPUS REPORTER
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DEATH CAB FOR 
CUTIE’S ‘MILLION 
DOLLAR LOAN’ 
Death Cab for Cutie, a band best known 
for slow, sappy love songs, dropped a 
single Oct. 10 about Republican nom-
inee Donald Trump. The song uses the 
band’s usual melancholy instrumentals 
to comment on Trump relying on his fa-
ther for his business success, with lyr-
ics like, “Nobody makes it on their own, 
without a million dollar loan.” I appre-
ciate the band’s effort in putting out a 
political message like this.
MUSIC
» COURTNEY WOLFE 
METRO REPORTER
LADY GAGA’S 
‘MILLION REASONS’
Those looking for a song to bring out all the 
“feels” should listen to Lady Gaga’s new 
single, “Million Reasons,” which she per-
formed in Nashville Oct. 5. You can never 
go wrong with Lady Gaga; she is a musical 
goddess with an incredible vocal range. Al-
though it’s definitely not a song you would 
“turn up” to, it’s great for chilling with a 
couple friends. Lady Gaga is an amazing 
artist whose lyrics pull at the heartstrings.
» TAYLOR MORRIS 
METRO REPORTER
‘JIMMY AND KEVIN 
VISIT A HAUNTED 
HOUSE’
SCREEN
» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT 
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
Jimmy Fallon is back again with Kevin 
Hart for a sketch entitled “Jimmy and 
Kevin Visit a Haunted House,” which 
premiered Oct. 13. Fallon and Hart em-
body every feeling when forced to enter 
New York’s most haunted house. Being 
chased by chainsaws, Satan himself and 
a crazed carnivore doesn’t sound like a 
good time, but watching their antics is 
entertaining, fun and not near as terrify-
ing as it probably was to them. 
I was thrilled “The Girl on the Train” was 
being made into a movie and expected the 
adaptation to be as thrilling and horrify-
ingly graphic as the novel. Much to my 
dismay, the movie, released Oct. 7, was a 
letdown. The story dragged on and does 
not live up to the book’s hype. Its frag-
mented flashbacks leave unanswered 
questions. Those who want the full story 
should just read the book.
ARTS & CULTURE
scale 
APP
MUSIC
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Mylan’s EpiPen price increase 
should be more severely punished
editorial
Aldermen’s well-meaning 
social media plea impractical
Alderman Emma Mitts (37th Ward) called a meeting Oct. 5 to discuss the role social media 
sites play in violence rates in Chicago 
neighborhoods and beyond. By the end 
of the meeting, 45 of the 50 aldermen 
sponsored a resolution asking Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram and all other social 
media platforms to ban every image that 
constitutes glamorizing gun violence. 
They justified this by arguing that 
these images are influencing Chicago 
youth to turn to violence and gangs.
While the resolution is more like a 
request or statement of intent than 
legislation, and no one is likely to take 
it seriously, it is troublesome when a 
government body asks a private entity 
to ban lawful speech. It is particularly 
Mylan, the company that pro-duces the life-saving EpiPen, settled an investigation by 
the U.S. Justice Department Oct. 7. The 
company agreed to rebate $465 million 
in Medicare and Medicaid fees after 
increasing the pen’s price from $100 to 
$600 for a pack of two. The investigation 
alleged that EpiPen was misbranded 
as a generic drug when it should have 
been designated a brand name, which 
would have entailed much higher 
rebates to Medicare and Medicaid.
The company noted in an Oct. 7 press 
release that the settlement was not 
an admission of guilt and offered no 
apology for conduct that is commonly 
viewed as price gouging. As a result of 
the increase, Mylan has made more than 
$1.3 billion on the EpiPen since 2011.
Although Mylan announced on 
Aug. 29 it will produce a generic 
problematic when the category in ques-
tion, “images of guns and other weapons 
that glamorize violence,” as the resolu-
tion states, is so subjective and over-in-
clusive that it is meaningless. It’s similar 
to Justice Potter Stewart’s test for por-
nography in Jacobellis v. Ohio. In con-
currence with the Supreme Court deci-
sion, he declared, “I know it when I see it.”
Also troubling is the implicit 
racism of targeting a particular 
group. Targeting images of alleged 
gang violence can become a slippery 
slope. It leads to targeting images of 
minorities with no clearly defined 
standard of what it is that constitutes 
an image glamorizing gun violence.
In all fairness, the problem the alder-
men attempted to address is a real one. 
version at half the price, there are 
currently no competitors making an 
auto-injector of epinephrine, which is 
used in cases of emergency. Doctors 
recommend all people with severe 
allergies carry the pen. Unfortunately, 
the price jump placed the drug out of 
reach to people with inadequate or 
no insurance coverage. The extent of 
injuries suffered by those who could 
no longer afford the pen is unknown.
As an alternative, people have traveled 
to Canada to purchase the drug, but that’s 
only affordable for people who live close 
to the border; furthermore, the drug can 
be confiscated if the buyer does not have 
a doctor’s prescription. EpiPens bought 
online from a foreign source also run 
the risk of confiscation, and there’s no 
way to verify the product’s integrity and 
safety. In America, there are similar 
drugs like Adrenaclick, but they are 
Social media does influence the behavior 
of young people. If gangs are glamorized 
on these sites, then logically social 
media could influence young people 
to become involved in gang violence, 
but the situation is not that simple.
Someone’s community is also a great 
influence on them, especially when 
growing up. Social media is often an 
online reflection of the community using 
it, so stopping gang violence imagery is 
not going to stop the acts themselves. 
Instead, it is necessary for com-
munities to shift attitudes toward 
stopping violence to stop people from 
posting about it positively on social 
media. If the aldermen really want to 
combat Chicago’s gang violence prob-
lem, that is how they should start.
Instead of attempting to ban these 
images, aldermen should use social 
media platforms to provide alternate 
content to Chicago youth that celebrates 
the culture of South and West sides 
instead of constantly criminalizing 
difficult to obtain as a result of being 
manufactured in limited supply because 
they aren’t as widely used as EpiPens.
The settlement will restore funds to the 
government but is inadequate because 
it lacks an acknowledgment of the com-
pany’s obvious wrongdoing. Exploiting 
a life-threatening, common condition is 
deplorable. The company is broadening 
its patient assistance program so that 
families of four with an income below 
$100,000 will pay reduced rates and has 
distributed discount coupons but com-
pensation is still due to those affected 
by Mylan’s unconscionable pricing.
This situation is part of a long pat-
tern of drug companies and medical 
service providers taking advantage 
of the current healthcare system and 
overcharging patients. Martin Shkreli, 
a pharmaceutical executive, whose 
company Turing Pharmaceuticals 
acquired Daraprim, a drug used to treat 
HIV symptoms and certain compli-
cations in cancer patients, raised the 
price from $13.50 a pill to $750. He is 
being investigated by the U.S. Senate 
it. If aldermen use the sites to promote 
community pride and positivity, fewer 
people will be drawn to the violent mes-
sages that stem from negative attitudes. 
Most social media initiatives aimed 
at gun violence awareness, such as the 
2013 Chicago-based “500campaign” 
that paired resident headshots with 
the message that they were “angry 
because over 500 youth were murdered 
in Chicago” overlaid on the photos, 
focused on the negative statistics 
instead of positive alternatives. That’s 
why it is important that the alder-
men adopt a positive approach to be 
more effective than past initiatives.
While banning glamorous depictions 
of gang violence is not an acceptable 
or reasonable solution, if aldermen 
join together and encourage positive 
images rather than banning violent 
ones, it could make a difference in 
community morale and may just 
help solve the gang violence situa-
tion they’re all so worried about.
for these increases, which Mylan also 
underwent for its EpiPen disaster, 
but with insufficient consequences.
Under the Affordable Care Act, every 
American is required to have health 
insurance, but that insurance is not 
equipped to handle these price increases. 
It is unethical to deny people access to 
life-saving drugs because they cannot 
afford them, especially when there is no 
basis to make the drug unaffordable. 
The system should not allow neces-
sary medications to become inacces-
sible to certain people. One solution 
is reversing the market exclusivity 
clause in FDA approval that disallows 
low-cost versions of approved drugs 
for five to 12 years, or perhaps a more 
severe law change is called for.
Mylan should be more severely pun-
ished to serve as an example to other 
pharmaceutical companies who might 
do the same thing, and it should lower 
the price of the EpiPen down to an 
affordable range, so more Americans 
can buy it without traveling to Canada, 
or even worse—going without.
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OPINIONS
Depression 
is not an 
acceptable side 
effect of safe sex
commentary
 scotte@chroniclemail.com
» selena cotte 
OPINIONS EDITOR 
Scientists involved in a recent Danish study on hormonal birth control are urging doc-
tors to be more judicious in their 
prescription choices, especially if 
their clients have a history of mental 
illness and are teenage girls.
The Sept. 28 study from the Journal 
of the American Medical Association 
Psychiatry showed a link—but no proof 
of causation—between depression 
and hormonal birth control use.
The concern over this new rev-
elation is understandable; mental 
illness rates are increasing worldwide, 
according to an Oct. 12, 2015, article 
by Psychology Today that compiled 
numerous scientific studies that show 
the rise. Mental illnesses are serious 
afflictions, so if there is a possibility 
that birth control could be making it 
worse, that is a legitimate concern.
Most birth control options for 
women are hormonal. Other options 
include a copper IUD, which can be 
expensive and painful to insert; con-
doms, which are easy to misuse and 
are therefore less effective than other 
methods; or insertable diaphragms 
or sponges, which require spermicide 
to be effective and can be harmful to 
the vagina because spermicide alters 
its natural pH levels and are also not 
as effective as hormonal methods.
The study found the increase in 
depression is more prominent in teenage 
girls than adult women, which makes 
this finding even more dangerous.
Teenagers are still going through 
many hormonal changes and adjust-
ments, which may be the reason that 
hormonal birth control methods 
affect them more seriously. It is 
necessary that adults promote safe 
sex—because sex happens among 
teenagers whether or not they are 
educated about safety—but sacrificing 
mental health is not an appropriate 
exchange for not becoming pregnant.
It is also important to remember 
that birth control pills are not only 
prescribed to facilitate safe sex 
but also to treat problems like ane-
mia, acne and menstrual-related 
migraines, especially in teenagers.
What women need is another option or 
more research on options already avail-
able. Better yet, some of the birth control 
Do you fear having 
your belongings 
stolen on campus?
student poll
responsibility needs to be shifted onto 
men. While common forms of male birth 
control, such as a vasectomy, are perma-
nent and impractical for most younger 
men who hope to one day become fathers, 
there is a reversible, nonhormonal con-
traceptive being tested called Vasalgel. 
Vasalgel is injected into the interior of 
the vas deferens, blocks sperm from 
being released and claims to be just as 
effective as a vasectomy. When ready to 
become a parent, a baking soda-based 
solution injected to dissolve the Vasalgel, 
and there are no hormonal side effects.
Until this is officially FDA 
approved—which is slated to happen 
in 2018—couples hoping to have safe 
sex have to either risk their mental 
health, an unwanted pregnancy or 
their ability to have children.
This conundrum is a catch-22 for 
those looking to stay healthy and safe in 
their sexual relationships. The choices 
available are not good enough for anyone, 
and women and men alike should push 
for better birth control options. Safe sex 
should not be traded for depression.
beyza ozer 
senior journalism major
“It depends where [on campus] I am.... 
Sometimes, I’m apprehensive.”
kyle heger 
junior cultural studies 
major
“No, I feel like my stuff is always in 
my sight.”
nate traynor
sophomore audio arts & 
acoustics major
“I worry, but not a lot because I keep 
track of my own things.”
EDITORIAL CARTOON
OPINIONS
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Senatorial candidate Tammy Duckworth speaks at UIC Town Hall » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
MINUTES BEFORE THE midnight deadline 
Oct. 10, after many teachers had already 
collected strike materials, the Chicago 
Teachers Union announced it would not 
strike the following day because of a ten-
tative agreement reached with Chicago 
Public Schools.
CTU announced Sept. 28 it would strike 
Oct. 11, which would have been the third 
time since Mayor Rahm Emanuel took 
office, if CPS did not offer a better contract 
before then. This decision came after more 
than a year of contract negotiations between 
CTU and CPS.
The agreement, which is not yet final, 
gives teachers raises, secures the pensions 
of those already employed by CPS, reduces 
class sizes and offers job security through 
reduced layoffs. Other elements of the 
agreement include a reduction in testing 
and paperwork, the addition of teachers’ 
assistants in kindergarten through second 
CTU avoids strike with 
tentative negotiations
 cwolfe@chroniclemail.com
» COURTNEY WOLFE 
METRO REPORTER
» PHOTOS WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
At the Chicago Teachers Union strike 
headquarters, 1642 W. Van Buren St., 
teachers handed out signs on Oct. 10 to 
teachers preparing for the possible CTU 
strike the following day. The strike never 
occurred due to a tentative agreement 
Chicago Public Schools offered CTU minutes 
before midnight.
grade classrooms with 32 or more students, 
added prep time for elementary teachers and 
an early retirement initiative, according to 
an Oct. 12 emailed statement from CPS.
CPS said in the statement that the nego-
tiation will save the district $300 million 
over the life of the contract.
“This agreement is a fair deal to all sides 
and is the product of thoughtful compromise 
on both sides to do right by Chicago stu-
dents,” CPS said in the emailed statement. 
“For the district, not only does this deal 
provide teachers with a raise and secure 
their pensions, it also achieves meaningful 
savings that helps stabilize our finances.”
CTU still needs to schedule a vote with 
the full CTU membership to approve the 
Oct. 10 agreement.
Laura Baginski, marketing director at the 
Neighborhood Parents Network and parent 
to a preschooler in CPS, said many parents 
in the network expressed frustrations with 
the midnight deadline.
“[The late notice] makes it very difficult 
to plan what you’re going to do for childcare 
in case there is a strike,” Baginski said. “Not 
everyone has a flexible schedule where 
they’re able to turn on a dime and figure 
out what they’re going to do. Some parents 
felt their kids were kind of held hostage in 
the situation while the teachers and CPS 
figured out what they were going to do.” 
Joe Powers, principal at Jones College 
Prep, 700 S. State St., in the South Loop, 
said he is relieved the strike was avoided 
and an agreement was made.
“The most important thing is we have a 
stable agreement and are not looking at a 
strike every four years,” Powers said. “I was 
very pleased they were able to do this with-
out the strike, and we did not fall into that 
pattern that every time a contract was up 
for renewal, we were facing a major strike.” 
However, Peter Cunningham, executive 
director of Education Post, an online pub-
lication advocating for schools, strikes are 
not over.
“I worry it will be [an endless cycle of 
strike threats],” Cunningham said. “There’s 
a lot of expectations teachers have that all 
these working conditions will change, and 
I don’t think that’s going to be true. They’re 
getting the salaries they want, but at a cer-
tain point, you can’t sustain it. They’re just 
going to have to work a lot harder to trust 
each other and collaborate instead of always 
fanning the flames of distrust.”
Baginski said while the strike threats 
might be frustrating, she and her colleagues 
understand Chicago teachers’ concerns. 
“I want my son’s teachers to be happy 
and well-paid,” Baginski said. “Sometimes 
things need to get done in a way you wouldn’t 
prefer, but the endgame is you know your 
child’s teachers are being taken care of, and 
that’s important.” 
METRO
» ARABELLA BRECK 
MANAGING EDITOR
When "Brexit," or the U.K.'s exit from the European Union, was passed by popular vote June 
23, many people expressed concern about 
how this referendum could increase 
racism and xenophobia in the U.K., and 
now it looks like they may have been right. 
In the month after the vote, hate crimes 
jumped 41 percent over the previous 
year and 79 percent of the crimes were 
motivated by race, according to an Oct. 13 
article from BBC News. 
Overall in 2015 –2016, hate crimes have 
gone up by 19 percent, according to the 
BBC article. 
This vote took place in June, and the 
U.K. will not begin the exit process until 
March 2017, but the consequences of the 
values brought to the surface by this ref-
erendum are already obvious. 
Arguably, Brexit was not intended to 
be a  racially motivated piece of legisla-
tion and an increase in violence against 
minority groups was not part of its goals. 
It advocated separation from the E.U. to 
regain independence as a country. 
How people in the U.K. define indepen-
dence is what gives rise to xenophobia and 
racism. Several different divisive issues 
affected how people voted on this referen-
dum, according to a July 17 article from 
The Independent. 
Economic concerns like wages and jobs, 
or social issues like immigration reform 
were factors in how people decided to 
vote on the referendum, according to the 
Independent article.  
Many British people claimed that a 
reason for this referendum was that the 
U.K. was losing its identity and needed 
independence to solve that. 
“There’s this feeling that we’re losing 
our cultural identity and our national 
identity,” said Brian Klaas, a fellow in 
comparative politics at the London School 
of Economics in a June 20 New York 
Times article on the issues that caused 
people to be in favor of the referendum. 
Looking at the demographic changes 
in the U.K. over the past few decades, it 
is not hard to understand that "loss" is a 
code word for racial hegemony. 
In 2011, 86 percent of the U.K.'s popula-
tion was white, compared to 91.3 percent 
in 2001 and 94.1 percent in 1991, 
according to a Dec. 11, 2012, census 
report from the U.K. Office for National 
Statistics. 
A nation's identity should not be 
dependent on the racial makeup of 
the country being homogeneous, and 
buying into that idea is superficial and 
dangerous for the country as well as the 
rest of the world. 
It is dangerous to overvalue national 
identity when many countries around 
the world are facing extreme unrest 
and people in desperate need of refuge. 
Refusing them sanctuary is not helping 
the people in need or the country pro-
viding the help.  
It might have not been the intention 
of Brexit, but it did validate the feelings 
of a loss of identity that many British 
people may have been experiencing 
because of an increase in the non-white 
population in the U.K. 
The "independence" that people in 
the U.K. were searching for with this 
referendum has come at an unfortunate 
price. The country is not only facing 
internal issues like these hate crimes 
but is cut off from international rela-
tionships, and now that the referendum 
has passed, there is no end in sight for 
these consequences. 
Being scared of shifting national 
demographics or being a member of a 
multi-national or global organization is 
something that cripples a country and 
the international community in moving 
toward a more inclusive future. 
 abreck@chroniclemail.com
Isolationism causes more hate crimes in UK
IN 500 WORDS OR LESS
METRO
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Emanuel: ‘Chicago is 
back on solid ground’
over the next four years—starting 
in December —which will provide 
energy savings.
Another element of the proposed 
budget is updating Chicago’s 3-1-1 
service. By 2019, residents will be 
able to tweet and text the city to 
report potholes, streetlight failure 
and other concerns.
“Chicago’s 3-1-1 system must be 
modernized so it can join the 21st 
century,” Emanuel said. He also 
noted this would not be paid for 
with revenue from new taxes.
The mayor also cited the youth 
mentor and job outreach programs, 
which he announced at his Public 
Safety Strategy speech at Malcolm 
X College Sept. 22.
A total of $64 million will fund 
these and other projects, provid-
ing 7,200 Chicago Public School 
students with a mentor. 
Other programs in Emanuel’s 
2017 budget will expand the city’s 
summer jobs program, and imple-
ment after-school activities and 
free eye care for nearly 60,000 
and free dental care for more than 
100,000 CPS students.
MAYOR RAHM EMANUEL addressed 
the need for a balanced city budget 
by cutting costs, while replenish-
ing Chicago Police Department 
forces, summer jobs programs 
and investing in the city’s youth 
at the same time.
While many Chicago residents 
are frustrated with new property 
and water taxes, Emanuel empha-
sized positive results in his 2017 
Budget Address speech at City 
Council’s Oct. 11 meeting.
“Five years ago, Chicago was 
on the financial brink,” Emanuel 
stated. “Today, Chicago is back on 
solid ground.”
Chicago was facing an operat-
ing budget shortfall of $635 mil-
lion when Emanuel took office 
in 2011, and in 2017 the shortfall 
will be $137.6 million, according 
to Emanuel’s proposal.
The savings come from $33.7 
million in spending cuts and city 
reforms, including $9.4 million in 
energy, $17.5 million from justified 
expenses, $1.3 million from lease 
mergers, $3.5 million for the sale 
of excess city-owned land and $2 
million from reducing printing and 
copier costs.
The city has already increased 
its revenue through lease taxes, 
the new water and sewer service 
tax and the proposed 7-cent tax on 
paper and plastic bags, according 
to Rojhat Avsar, an associate pro-
fessor in the History, Humanities 
& Social Sciences Department who 
teaches economics.
In his budget speech, Emanuel 
announced that the city would be 
replacing and upgrading street-
lights with 270,000 LED lights 
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Mayor Rahm Emanuel pointed to the city’s lower budget shortfall after it faced 
increased taxes and fees in his budget address at the Oct. 11 City Council meeting.
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“When we invest in our chil-
dren’s future, we let them know 
they can believe in their future,” 
Emanuel said.
Frank Chapman, field organizer 
for the Chicago Alliance Against 
Racist and Political Repression, 
said he thinks the mayor’s 
community outreach programs 
are not enough, and he is taxing 
the wrong demographic.
“[Emanuel] has not taxed the 
rich and made them pay their 
fair share,” Chapman said.
Avsar said while the Emanuel 
administration has lowered the 
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Jessie Oliver, a 36-year-old Ravenswood opera singer and voice teacher, created 
the Facebook event “Pantsuits to 
the Polls.” The event, which has 
533 Facebook users scheduled to 
attend as of press time, advocates 
“usurping fashion as a statement 
that women are more than p---ies 
to be grabbed by abusers”—allud-
ing to a 2005 tape of Republican 
nominee Donald Trump speaking 
of grabbing women—and encour-
ages all genders to wear pantsuits 
when they vote for Hillary Clin-
ton Nov. 8. 
The Chronicle spoke with Oliver 
about the critiques of Clinton’s 
outfits, the attention the move-
ment has drawn and what she 
hopes will come out of it.
THE CHRONICLE: How did 
you come up with the idea for 
“Pantsuits to the Polls?”
JESSIE OLIVER: I was listen-
ing to pre-debate coverage [Oct. 9] 
and was so overwhelmed by how 
vile some of the comments were. 
Trump’s comments have been vile 
since the beginning, but it took a 
moment of him saying physically 
abusive things for people to snap 
out of supporting him in the 
Republican Party. 
I thought to myself, “You know 
what I want? I want a really 
badass pantsuit to wear to go vote 
for Hillary.”
There are a lot of rules varying 
state to state on how one can cam-
paign on the day of the election and 
what you can and cannot wear, but 
no one can tell you you cannot wear 
a pantsuit, shy of having Hillary’s 
face all over the pantsuit. I thought 
it would be such a wonderfully sub-
versive way for [people] to unite 
and cast a vote for not only the first 
woman president, but for someone 
who is not actively degrading and 
abusing [women]. 
Jessie Oliver
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What do you think of the 
media’s evaluation of what 
Clinton wears?
There is a scrutiny applied to 
her that we can agree would not 
be applied to a male. Fifty-one 
percent of the population is female, 
[so] why do we let the narrative 
become this? Why are we saying 
it is okay for the narrative to be 
about what she was wearing? It 
just diminishes the actual point 
of what she is saying.
How do you feel about the trac-
tion your event has gotten?
I love that there is a mouthpiece 
for women uniting and saying we 
will not stand for this behavior. 
Every woman I know has been 
harassed in some way by a man. 
That’s unfathomable and uncon-
scionable. I think [“Pantsuits to 
the Polls”] is really a lovely way for 
women to come together and make 
a statement, and it’s growing to be 
a thing that’s outside of me. 
What do  you hope “Pantsuits 
to the Polls” will accomplish?
Women walk a really strange line 
in our culture where they are told 
if you are a woman who is doing 
certain things in the public eye, 
such as politics, you have a certain 
level of strength, but you also have 
to be super feminine. You can’t just 
say [Hillary Clinton is] intelligent 
and well-spoken, and that she’s 
competent and the most qualified 
person who has ever run for this 
position. You have to still define 
her as having grace.
I am someone who very strongly 
identifies as [feminine] and wears 
dresses all day everyday, but the 
fact that this somehow diminishes 
my ability and potential [to be suc-
cessful]—this is so absurd to me. 
In the world we live in where 
you have things like slut-sham-
ing, I thought [“Pantsuits to the 
Polls”] was a really interesting 
way to take fashion and make it 
for [women]. We are defining how 
we feel about a candidate simply 
by the choice we make in what we 
wear to go vote for that candidate.
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Jessie Oliver started the Facebook 
page ‘Pantsuits to the Polls’ to take a 
stand against Donald Trump. 
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Chicago Charter School 
Network first in U.S. to strike
the networks budget is reduced, 
according to the press release.
“The basic problem is the boss 
is claiming budget cuts they can’t 
justify,” said Chris Baehrend, 
president of Chicago Alliance of 
Charter Teachers & Staff.  “We’ve 
got great schools, and we’re afraid 
quality is going down. The cuts are 
unnecessary, and they’re harmful.”
Baehrend said that the UCSN 
teachers can either accept cuts 
that are going to make their 
schools worse, or they can stand 
strong and fight that the cuts .
“They’re choosing to defend 
their schools, even with the cost of 
personal sacrifice,” Baehrend said. 
“People have mortgages and things 
to pay. They’re teachers; they don’t 
want to be out of the classroom. 
They want to be in the classroom.”
Special Education Apprentice 
at UNO Andy Crooks explained 
that the teachers are working 
to provide a better educational 
environment for their students.
“Everything we talk about 
actually gets to the heart [of the 
issue],” Crooks said. “Providing 
a quality education for the kids, 
providing circumstances where 
teachers can spend years of their 
lives doing this because turnover 
is not good for education. Kids need 
consistency to learn.” 
TEACHERS AND STAFF of the Chicago 
UNO Charter School Network will 
make history Oct. 19 as the first 
charter school known to go on 
strike if its management and dis-
trict cannot reach an agreement, 
according to an Oct. 6 press release 
from the United Educators UNO 
staff website.
On Oct. 6, 531 members voted to 
confirm the strike authorization. 
Similar to the Chicago Teachers 
Union and the public school sys-
tem, UNO negotiating a new 
contract. The union is asking 
for a 32-student classroom cap, 
shorter hours and no increase 
in pension and health insurance 
contributions, according to United 
Educators UNO spokeswoman 
Erica Stewart. 
“We are not striking for sure; 
we are still working really hard 
in negotiations, and we are [try-
ing to] come to an agreement,” she 
said. “We’ve been working going on 
eight months. We’ve had countless 
meetings. [Management] hasn’t had 
a huge sense of urgency until the 
last week, since we’ve announced 
the strike date.” 
Stewart added that UNO is hop-
ing management will compromise 
and meet UNO halfway on some of 
its demands.
Overall, management at UNO 
Charter School Network wants to 
deduct total teacher pay by more 
than $500,000 per year by improv-
ing teachers’ schedules, deny teach-
ers’ cost of living increases for two 
years, deny support staff either 
cost of living or step increases 
for 2016–2017, and only grant 1 
percent raises for 2017–2018 if 
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UNO Charter Schools Network’s teachers and staff, who plan to strike on Oct. 19 
in hopes for a new contract, rallied and held a press conference on Oct. 13 at 209 
W. Jackson. 
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Chicago proposes new efforts 
to combat heroin addiction
deaths were 424 in Cook County 
and 285 in Chicago.
According to the press release, 
the Chicago Recovery Alliance 
and the Chicago Fire Department, 
would receive increased amounts 
of naloxone. The companion edu-
cation campaign is designed to 
raise awareness on prevention 
and treatment, and help physi-
cians understand the dangers of 
opioid addiction and the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention’s 
guidelines to prevent overprescrib-
ing opioid medication.
CRA’s director Dan Bigg said 
physicians need to be educated on 
the dangers of opioid addiction. 
“The majority of problems with 
opioids can be prevented if we 
empower physicians to recognize 
the side effects that come with opi-
oid prescriptions,” Bigg said.
Erika Lohmiller, a clinical drug 
and alcohol counselor, said opioid 
addiction comes with a high cost 
to both users and families but that 
price can often be overlooked due 
to lack of awareness.
“Because there isn’t a lot of edu-
cation on what the signs are, people 
tend to overlook [opioid addiction],” 
Lohmiller said. “Education in deal-
ing with this is super important.”
Lohmiller said treatment and 
education for pain supplement use 
and addiction is as important as 
awareness of the consequences of 
alcohol and nicotine use.
The overprescribing of opioids 
has in part been caused by the mar-
keting from pharmaceutical drug 
representatives, according to the 
press release.
“These new efforts appear to be 
a step in the direction of society 
getting smart,” Bigg said.
Most medical schools do not have 
addiction education on their cur-
riculum, according to Lohmiller.
“A lot of times, physicians are not 
fully aware of the addiction poten-
tial,” Lohmiller said. “Nor are they 
doing a full addiction screening on 
their patients before prescribing 
[pain medication].”
Zacharias said opioid addic-
tion can often lead to heroin use 
after prescriptions expire, and the 
accessibility of heroin, which is far 
stronger, creates opportunity.
“It’s readily available, quite cheap 
and provides the same good feeling 
a pill does,” Zacharias said.
Zacharias said he thinks shame 
is often a barrier for addicts seeking 
help but encourages people to put it 
aside and get treatment.
“There is help out there—now 
more than ever,” Zacharias said.
MAYOR RAHM EMANUEL has pro-
posed expanding programs 
and funding to address heroin 
addiction, in response to an Oct. 
6 report from the Chicago-Cook 
County Task Force on Heroin. 
The Task Force report included 
recommendations for confronting 
the drug problem, according to an 
Oct. 6 press release from Mayor 
Rahm Emanuel.
The proposed response includes 
increasing the city’s annual invest-
ment in addiction treatment by 50 
percent—approximately $700,000, 
the release stated.
The funds include $250,000 to 
increase the accessibility of nalox-
one, an overdose reversal medica-
tion. A $350,000  privately funded 
citywide campaign to educate 
the community about addiction, 
prevention, treatment and prescrip-
tion was also proposed.
“We know heroin addiction 
destroys lives and families,” 
Emanuel said in the press release. 
“By investing more resources 
smartly, we can help those dealing 
with addiction while preventing 
residents from becoming addicted.”
Jeff Zacharias, clinical director 
at New Hope Recovery Center, a 
drug and alcohol rehab treatment 
center in Lakeview, said these new 
proposed efforts have been a “long 
time coming.”
“As a preventative, it’s time, 
because too many people are 
dying,” Zacharias said.
In 2015, there were 609 opi-
oid-related overdose deaths in Cook 
County with 403 in Chicago alone, 
according to data from the Cook 
County Medical Examiner’s Office. 
The number of heroin-related 
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Chicago will increase efforts to fight 
heroin addiction, according to an Oct. 
6 city press release.
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with this  AD
neighborhood, according to the 
press release. 
The goal for this building is to 
serve as a community destination 
and to bring new economic oppor-
tunities and affordable housing to 
the area, according to the City of 
Chicago press release. 
“This is a historic property that 
is a landmark,” said Molly  Sullivan, 
senior director of Communications 
and Media Relations for CHA. “It 
could not be demolished. This was 
a $132 million project; it is very 
hard to find a $132 million any-
where. It took a long time to work 
through all of the details.”
Sullivan said that the his-
toric building is going back to 
its original purpose: providing 
quality housing for people in the 
Bronzeville community. 
According to the Sept. 30 city 
press release, the building was 
built in 1930 by former Sears, 
Roebuck Co. President Julius 
Rosenwald and was known as 
the Michigan Boulevard Garden 
Apartments. The building was 
home to notable Chicagoans, such 
as poet Gwendolyn Brooks, music 
producer Quincy Jones, singer Nat 
“King” Cole and boxer Joe Lewis, 
but closed in 2000 and sat vacant 
until renovations began more than 
two years ago.
The project included new cen-
tral entrances with large lobbies 
and elevators, new mechanical and 
electrical systems, a restoration 
of the building’s facades, and 
an updated courtyard with new 
landscaping , a playground, bike 
storage and dog runs, according 
to the press release. 
The project was made possible 
with the help of Rosenwald Courts 
Developers, LLC with financial 
support from the City of Chicago 
and CHA. The $132 million project 
involved the rehabilitation of 239 
one- and two-bedroom units for 
seniors and families, according 
to the press release.
There was also a $17.4 million 
CHA loan, and an $8.5 million 
City of Chicago loan Neighborhood 
Stabilization Program, according 
to Deputy Commissioner for 
the Chicago Department of 
Planning and Development Peter 
Strazzabosco. He added that the 
city also sold five adjacent lots, val-
ued at $155,000, for a dollar each to 
accommodate parking for users of 
the retail space and the building.
“The city was interested in sup-
porting this project because [it is] 
one of the largest and culturally 
significant rehabilitation projects 
in the history of the South Side,” 
Strazzabosco said. 
Dowell told the Chronicle that 
the apartment complex will be a 
great addition to the community 
because it will  bring new com-
mercial opportunities  and jobs 
for the residents and members of 
the community, as well as offer 
affordable housing.
“This is good for the commu-
nity because we are taking this 
historical landmark and saving it 
and, at the same time, providing 
much needed housing in the com-
munity,” she said. 
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Historic building reopens in Bronzeville  
AFTER FOUR YEARS of construction 
and renovation, Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel, Alderman Pat Dowell 
(3rd Ward) and the Chicago 
Housing Authority reopened the 
historic Rosenwald Court apart-
ments on Sept. 30, according to a 
CHA press release.
The building will serve as a 
contemporary, affordable apart-
ment complex in the Bronzeville  tmorris@chroniclemail.com
» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE
Mayor Rahm Emanuel teamed up with Chicago Housing Authority to open Rosenwald 
apartments in Bronzeville, according to a City of Chicago press release.
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SEVERAL DAMAGED VERTEBRAE,
 POSSIBLY  ARTHRITIS
FRACTURED RIBS, BOTH SIDES
SEVERE MUSCLE INJURY
HOLES IN JAW, POSSIBLY 
FROM BACTERIA
CRUSHED NOSE AND DAMAGED SKULL
because of a cyst, an injury from 
an attack, or bone disease. She 
said carnivores, like SUE was, 
lead dangerous lives and sustain 
heavy injury. 
“SUE is really beat up,” Soriano 
said. “The lion today is a similar 
predator. [Carnivores] have a really 
tough life.”
Though scientists are not sure 
what happened to SUE’s arm, 
many of them have theories 
about T. rex’s small limbs. Pete 
Larson, one of the scientists who 
discovered SUE and president of 
the Black Hills Institute, which 
excavates and prepares fossils, 
said he thinks T. rex used  small but 
strong arms to hold prey close to 
their bodies while adjusting their 
jaws to kill victims. He also said 
the limbs could have been small 
to balance out huge, heavy skulls.
John Hutchinson, professor of 
evolutionary biomechanics at the 
Royal Veterinary College in the 
UK who has published research 
and 3D models of how T. rex grow 
over their life span, said in an Oct. 
11 emailed statement that he does 
not think the question of the use 
of a T. rex’s arms is scientifically 
valuable, and T. rex simply stopped 
using their arms over time, com-
paring them to human appendices.
Mary Schweitzer, a biological 
science professor and research 
curator at North Carolina 
University who confirmed the 
authenticity of the world’s first 
pregnant dinosaur through chem-
ical analysis of its bones, has stud-
ied SUE in the past.  She said T-rex 
arms are a mystery and added that 
T. rex mated and evolved to have 
smaller arms.
SUE’s journey to the Field 
Museum took several years, and 
her move only happened after 
multiple court cases deciding her 
ownership. Larson is part of SUE’s 
complicated story, and though he 
was unable to keep and display her, 
Larson said he is happy SUE is still 
educating people. 
“She kind of belongs to every-
body,” Larson said. “It’s her job in 
life, and in death now, too, to reveal 
her secrets.” 
Both Schweitzer and Soriano 
share that sentiment, and Soriano 
said SUE is not only beloved by 
Chicagoans. She said SUE is 
famous in her native Spain as well.
“SUE has such a story behind 
her,” Soriano said. “You have to 
love her. There is no other option.”
budget shortfall through new taxes 
and fees. The economic recovery 
after the 2008 recession has also 
allowed the city to implement new 
avenues of revenue.
“When the economy grows, the 
city collects more,” Avsar said.
Avsar said budget shortfalls are 
difficult to fix in the short term, and 
a long-term plan along with robust 
economic recovery is needed.
Chapman and his organization, 
which promotes an elected civil-
ian review board for CPD, said the 
budget is disproportionate.
“Why is the police getting 40 
percent of the budget?” Chapman 
said. “That is an injustice.”
In the mayor’s speech, Emanuel 
reminded citizens that work on 
Chicago’s financial difficulties is 
not finished, and added everyone 
will have to sacrifice.
“The next chapter is to advance 
our finances from stable to secure,” 
Emanuel said. “It is about looking 
toward a future that is no longer 
burdened by our past mistakes.”
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Injuries on SUE’s body:
» Information Courtesy MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
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